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Council Passes
Death Toll In Dakota Bond
Ordinance Calloway County
Hits 208; More Missing
RAPID CITY, S.D. (AP) —
The death toll in the nation's
worst flood disaster in 44 years
has reached 208, and officials
fear many more bodies will be
found outside Rapid City in the
streams that filter from the
nearby Black Hills.
Civil Defense officials estimated the missing at 500, and
said today that it was impossible to estimate the number of_
injursd.
At least 3,000 persons were
left homeless, and damage was
estimated at more than $100
million.
- Maj. Gen. DillThe L. "Duke"

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Mother Nature smiled on Jill
Persall Saturday. She had
planned the garden wedding for
some weeks and the skies were
sunlit for about two weeks
before the wedding then on
Saturday morning the sky was
overcast with rain apparently
imminent.
The morning was cool and it
was downright uncomfortable
for much of the day. Then about
3:041 o'clock on Saturday it
warmed up and the sun began to
shine through.
We don't usually go to weddings
but this was Ardith's and Jack's
daughter getting married;
It was a beautiful occasion. The
setting was out of a storybook
with the tall Oaks, Sweet Gum
and Elms soaring 60 feet into
the air. The sunlight filtering
through the leafy tops to form a
cathedral unmatched by man's
ingenuity and ability.
Ardith's brother, a minister in
Atlanta
performed
the
ceremony. Her oldest son was
an ushes, and the other son,
Tommy, sang. Judy the
yOunger daughter was a
bridesmaid. JackJnokadline in
his dress unifoener4k his
decorations and Ardith was
radiant.
We thorouOly enjoyed the
occasion.
The scene was so breathtaking
that it made one's emotions
almost get the better of him.
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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Well, we decide to cook a roast.
Now if you do it this way, you'll
end up wiiti a tender dish that is
finger licking good (with
apology to the Colonel).
We put it in a skillet with a little
water in it and let it sizzle, pop
and otherwise carry on in a
noisy manner for about an hour.
Browned it good on both sides.
We then transferred it to a
larger pan, put in a cup of
water, then we put some water
in the skillet and scraped
around to be sure to get all the
i Continued on Page Twelve)

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
.
Partly cloudy and warmer today and Tuesday with the
slight chance of a few showers
Tuesday afternoon. Highs today
in the mid 80s, lows tonight
near 65, highs Tuesday in the
upper 80s. Wednesday showers
likely and continued warm.
Extended Outlook
Kentucky
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Chance of--ttiiAinlY
afternoon and evening thundershowers Wednesday and Thursday, otherwise partly cloudy
with little change in temperatures. Lows in the low to mid
60e, highs nod to upper his

Corning, commanding 2,500 National Guardsmen in Rapid
City, said about 1,000 men
worked into the night "turning
over any debris that might hide
a body."
Mayor Donald Barnett imposed a 10 p.m. to dawn curfew
on the city of 43,000. He halted
night search operations by the
more than 3,000 civilian volunteers, and said the rescue
teams accomplished as much
duing during daylight hours as
they did working around the
clock;
The volunteers and guardsmen have been at work since
daylight Saturday, hours after
a wave crashed through an earthen dam at rain-swollen Canyon Lake on the western edge
of Rapid City.
The water smashed through
the city, flipping cars, crushing
trees and lifting homes off their
foundations ,And slanuTling 4
them into a heap of splinters
blocks away.
Sen. George McGovern and
Gov. Richard Kneip visited The
devastated area Sunday.
McGovern called it "incredible

destruction," and said he would
ask Congress to provide extraordinary relief for his home
state if deemed necessary.
Hundreds of persons were innoculated for typhoid and tetanus at the Rapid City High
School and the Pennington
County Health Department. The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare stockpiled 10,000 doses of the innoculations.
Rapid City has been without
water since the floods struck,
and officials said it will be late
tonight before drinkable water
is available through city tacitities.
Drinking water was delivered
by nearby Ellsworth Air Force
Base and passed out in pots,
cans and kettles at designated
locations.
The water cutoff made
plumbing facilities inoperOle.
The natural gas supply also
was cut off but itlePhnne serY7,
ice was restored.
The Office of Emergency
Preparednesse Small Business
Administration, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
Office of Economic Opportunity
and federal housing agencies
sent disaster teams to Rapid
City on Sunday to begin assisting the victims.
The disaster was the worst
ever in South Dakota. A winter
blizzard in 1888 killed more
than 100 persons. The worst
flood in U.S. history was in
Calloway
The
County Johnstown, Pa., in 1889 when
Sheriff's Department reported 2,200 were
killed.
the recovery of a car stolen
In 1938, floods spawned by
from Crouse Motor Sales ove hurricanes
claimed 1,836 lives
the weekend.
in southern Florida.
The car was a 1970 two-door
hardtop, found near the lake in
(Continued on Page Twelve)
the northeast corner of the
county,according to the Sheriff.
The car had been wrecked,
according to Department
reports, and about $300 in
damages caused.
Also, recovered by the
The Murray sub-district of the
Sheriff's Department was United
Methodist
Youth
property stolen from various Fellowship will hold its monthly
campers in the
Pottertown meeting at the Bethel Methodist
area. Recovered were three rod Church June 15 at 7 p.m..
and rell outfits and one portable
All churches in this district
ice box. Four persons were are invitee to attend, according
suspected in the theft, three to a spokesman for the church.
juveniles and one adult. No
The council meeting will be
names were released pending Sunday, June 11, at the Brooks
arrests.
Chapel church at 2 p.m.

Stolen Car
Discovered
Near Lake

Humphrey Says McGovern
Was Close To Pulling Out

TO ASSIST VETERANS
H.S. Miles, a contact
representative of the Bureau of
Veterans Affairs, will be at the
American Legion Home in
Murray on June 21, to assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due
result of their
_them as a
military service. He will be at
the home from 9 a.m. until 3

.t

McGovern
Opens Push
For Finale

NEW YOFtK cAP) — Sett.
George MCCoverE, continuing
to close in on the Democratic
presidential nomination, today
opens his final push for the
year's final primary: New
York's delegate-rich contest
which he is expected win big.
The South Dakota senator
and his traveling entourage of
aides and newsmen today
planned a trip to New York by
chartered jet and a .visit to
three of the city's five
boroughs.
Included in the itinerary was
a tour of Harlem Hospital, accompanied by the widow of
slain civil rights leader Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
The final week of campaigning here follows McGovern's
one-day trip Sunday to South
Dakota to view the destructioA
caused by heavy rains and
flooding in Rapid City, S.D.
He called it -a scene of incredible destruction and desolation."
McGovern plans to spend six
of the remaining eight days before the June 20 priznarj in
New York State. Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, the only other
major still-active candidate for
the nomination, did not enter
the New York contest.
McGovern has delegate slates
entered in all bat two of the
state's 39 congressional districts.
He is generally expected to
emerge from the Empire
State's contest with over 200 of
the 278 delegates at stake and
travel to Miami Beach with
about 1,300 first-ballot votes. It
takes 1,509 to win the nomiattention and public attention nation.
dwelt on this so-called new
McGovern's trip to South Daface, even though George has kota followed what was debeen, around a long time."
scribed as the worst disaster in
Mayor John V. Lindsay of that state's history.
New York who had been conMore than 200 are reported
sidered McGovern's chief rival dead and 'hundreds missing as
for more liberal support also a result of the heavy rains and
left the race after the Wiscon- flash flood Friday night and
sin presidential primary.
early Saturday that swept down
McGovern has since moved out of the Black Hills into Rapinto position as the frontrunner id City.
for the Democratic nomination.
At one point during an auHoWever, Humphrey insisted tomobile tour of the city,
he had a chance to pull out the McGovern said in response to a
nomination ,in Miami Beach, question "if I had been presiFla., next month on a late bal- dent I would have been in Raplot.
id City today. I think that when
Humphrey said he advised disaster strikes like this, the
McGovern last weekend that president ought to be there."
"if I got out now, it would destroy any effectiveness" he
might have in convincing governors and other Democratic
leaders to support McGovern's
candidacy later on.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Even if he fails to win the
nomination, Humphrey said, Four-year-old Kirsteen Raye
"I'll still be a senator and have Powell of Jefferson County was
a good deal of freedom. It's not killed Sunday when stze was accidentally run over by Ii tractor
like 1968.
Humphrey said many Demo- grader driven by her father
Police said the child had been
crats, including some senators,
"rightly or wrongly feel that he riding on the back of the tracwould cost them local seats, tor grader when the fall occost them legislative seats, cost curred, They said her father
did not see the child fall and
them seats in ('ongress."
That concern now enhances she was caught by the wheel of
his own chances for the nomi- the tractor when he tried to
nation, Humphrey said, "and back up. She was the daughter
this is the reason I have a feel- of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Powing of encouragement. A lot of ell Jr.
people,:once you get down to
NAMED TO HONOR ROLL
the convention, once you get
William Marion Smith has
away from the primaries,- are be -t named to the honoeroll at
the University of Oklahoma in
continued on Page Twelve) Norman Oklahoma

U.M.Y.F. To Hold
Meeting At Bethel

WAVERLY, Minn. (AP) —
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey says
Sen. George McGovern was
close to pulling out of the White
House race in advance of the
Wisconsin presidential primary
April 4.
"I know a lot about the background on this," Humphrey
said in an interview. "We keep
pretty good tabs on each other.
He was almost ready to drop
out in Wisconsin."
Humphrey, taking his first
weekend off since early
January, made the comment in
connection with statements that
he would continue his own
drive for the Democratic presidential nomination despite
some setbacks. He begins an
intensive stretch run for convention delegates today with a
trip to San Antonio for a meeting with Texas Democrats on
the eve of their statewide party
meeting.
McGovern won in Wisconsin,
boosted by "a good Republican
crossover," and got a "new
life," Humphrey said. "And
that compounded with the fact
that (Sen. Edmund S.) Muskie
was dropping out. . .the media

The Murray City Council,
meeting in special session
Friday afternoon, passed Ordinance 555, a school bond ordinance, on the second reading.
The council also passed on the
first reading, ordinance 556,
which concerns electricial
installations and inspections in
the city.
The city council approved the
bid of Claude Vaughn Heating
and Plumbing Tor repair of the
air conditioning in City Hall.
The bid amounted to $6,468 for
parts and equipment and an
etinlate of $1,800 for labor for a
total of $8,268.

May Lose Precinct

NEW FHA OFFICERS—The 10 new officers of the Kentucky Association of the
Future
Homemakers of America to serve during the 1972-73 school year are shown following their election
and 'lista&trafauring
rith-annual stateTHA-nteretIng- on-the campus of Murray State University
June 6-7-8. They are (left to right): Debbie Chamberlain, Ludlow High School, first rice
president;
Louise Zeigler, Mason County High School, secretary; Beverly Anne Newton, Garrard County
High
School,second vice president; Janet Holland, Gamallel High School, treasurer; Susan Scott,
Sedalia
High School, president; Cindy Akhis, West Hardin High School, recreation leader; Deborah Smith,
Bell County High School, parliamentarian; Lanetta Taylor, Cuba High School, song
leader; Dee
Ferguson, Stanford High School, reporter; and Teresa Kepley, Franklin-Simpson High School,
historian. They were among 800 high school girls and advisers from 179 FHA chapters from
throughout Kentucky who attended the meeting.
/Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Accidents Investigated
By Police Over Weekend

R. Dale Parker
Receives Degree

R. Dale Parker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Romie R. Parker,
Route Three, was granted a
doctor's degree in education
Three accidents were in- injuries were reported.
administratin at New Mexico
vestigated by the Murray Police
The third accident. Jai the State University at Las Cruces,
'Department Over the weekend. weekend
occurred on S. 4th at New Mexico, June 1.
At 8:25 p.m. Friday, a two-car 11:52 a.m. Sunday.
Parker holds a B.S. and
collision occurred at the inCars involved were a 1964 Master's degree from Murray
tersection of 12th and Olive four-door sedan, driven by State University. He was
Streets, according to police Pamela Renee Tucker, and initiated into Phi Kappa Phi
reports.
oened by Earl Tucker, both of national interdisciplinary honor
Cars involved were a 1968 1303 Olive, and a 1967 four-door society at New Mexico State. He
two-door sedan, driven by hardtop, driven by Shirley Ann is also a retired Lt. Col. of the
William David Flora and owned McCarty, 220 N. 13th, according United States Army.
by L.D. Flora, both of 510 So. 11, to police reports.
and a 1969 two-door hardtop,
Investigating officers said the
driven by Eulice Moubray, 208
Tucker car was headed north on
S. 16, according to police
4th and the McCarty car was
reports.
headed north on 4th when the
Investigating officers said the collision occurred. Damage to
Philip I. Huddleston, Bowling
Flora car was traveling west on the Tucker car was to the right
Olive and the Moubray side, and to the left front fender Green, has been named
vehicle was traveling north on and door of the McCarty car, president of the Young Lawyers
12th when the collision oc- according to police reports. No section of the Kentucky Bar
Association.
M.
Ronald
curred.
injuries were sustained.
Christopher, Murray was also
No injuries were reported.
Thirty six citations were also
The Flora vehicle was damaged issued over the weekend by the named vice-president in the
annual convention of the
to the front and the Moubray City Police.
Association, held in Louisville
car was damaged to the right
May
24-26.
Citations
issued
included
front fender, acccording to
Other officers elected were
three for D.W.1., two for
police reports.
Edward
Whitfield,
The second accident occurred reckless driving, five for public W.
Hopkinsville,
secretary,
J.
drunk,
two
for
littering,
nine
for
at 11:24 p.m. Sunday at the
intersection of 10th and no city sticker, four for no Ronald Wheat, Lexington,
outgoing
operators license, nine for no treasurer. The
Chestnut Streets.
president
is
David
Van
Zant of
inspection
state
sticker,
and
two
Cars involved were a 1971
Elizabethown
two-door hardtop, driven by for improper registration.
David Graham Fitch, and
owned by Franklin Fitch, both
of 1666 Ryan, and a 1968 twodoor hardtop, driven by Harry
Timothy Recker, Route two,
according to police reports.
Investigating officers said the
Fitch car was headed east on
Chestnut, turning south on 10th,
SAIGON 1AP) -- U.S. jets down since June 17, 1965.
and the Recker vehicle was left a 10-mile stretch of North
Military spokesmen said the
headed north on 10th when the Vietnam's northeast rail line to action was
the start of a concollision occurred. Damge was China and about 60 stranded certed effort
to destroy an estilisted to the Fitch car to the freight cars in flames Sunday mated 600
railroad cars stranright rear and to the Recker car and shot down two more Ml(
ded on North 1,*ietnam's two
on the right front fender. No lets, the U.S. COnunand an- rail line! to
(Tuna by cuts in
nounced today
the linesdue to American b4iinbLarge orange fireballs lit up mg,
the skies 25 miles south of the
Many of the cars are reportChinese border after about 20 ed loaded with war
materials
Air Force F4 Phantoms at- from China, and the explosions
tacked the rail line and a string and fires Sunday indicated
they
The Calloway County Young
of freight cars 50 to 60 miles contained ammunition
and fuel
Democrats will meet Tuesda% northeast of Hanoi, pilots reThe U S Command also renight, June 13, at 7:30 p.m. in ported.
ported that Air Force Phanthe student Union Building at
Two Navy Phantoms from toms made the -first
attack of
Murray State University.
the carrier fond Sea engaged the war on a
hydroelectric powAn election of officers will be a pair of
interceptors 25 ..er —and North
Vietnam's largheld along with discussions on miles _south of Hanoi and
est power plant—on Saturday.
candidates for national offices: brought ,them down with misPilots said their 2.000-pound
the fair booth; and a report on siles, the U.S. Command said.
ser bombs did heavy damage
the State Convention of Young There was no damage to the- to
the Lang Chi plant 63 miles
Democrats which was held two Phantoms, the command northwest
of Hanoi.
during thepast weekend in said, but a Navy A6 was lost on
Hundreds of other raids were
Frankfort.
Sunday 45 miles south of Hanoi carried out across North
Viet, Dan Miller, temporary and the two crewmen were re- nam during the
weekend, and
chairman, asks that all young ported missing.
/
.hefore dawn today, U.S. 852
people inter ted in the
The command said 37 MIGs bombers attacked
supply
Democratic party at
this have bean downed this Year
important meeting.
I Continued on Page Twelve)
and 148 have beerr-- brought

Christopher Named
President Of Group

Rail Cars Left Burning
As U.S. Jets Hit Again

Young Girl Killed
In Tractor Accident Young Democrats
To Hold Meeting

m1ni7

By KARL HARRISON
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
State Government Committee
of the Kentucky House, in its
quest to correct a population
deficiency in Rep. Lloyd
Clapp's 2nd District, will in all
likelihood today extract a
precinct from Calloway County
of the 5th District and add it to
the 2nd. --That probability came out Of
the committee meeting Friday,
at which 5th District Rep.
Kenneth Imes argued against
sec* an- inteuirton into his home,
county The panel's alternative
to taking a Calloway precinct is
the taking of 439 persons from
the southern half of Oaks
Station precinct in McCracken
County.
It appeared, however, that
Rep. George Harris, 0-Salem,
who represents Liiiirgaton County and a portion of McCracken, convinced his fellow
committee members that
McCracken has been split
enough already.
Before the panel voted to
shelve any consideration of the
matter until its meeting today,
Harris and Phillip W. Conn, •
acting
director of the
Legislative Research Comr,
mission, presented information '
apparently
showing
the
Calloway precinct-taking as the
most beneficial alternative.
Calloway is bordered on the
west by Graves.
Should such action be taken,
either the Kirksey precinct of
562 persons or the Coldwater
precinct of 469 persons would
probably be annexed by the 2nd
District, which is composed of
Graves County.
Imes, a freshman legislator
from Murray told the committee he does not want to see
his home county split and
especially does not wish to lose
either of the two mentioned
precincts. Both are contiguous
to his home precinct.
But the addition of one of the
two to Graves would bring
Clapp's district populat on
closer to "zero deviation" than
would addition of two other
precincts—Lynn
Calloway
Grove and Harris Grove.
Clapp's district is 1.94 per
cent below the ideal district
population of 32,207. The,
'
committee,
after
some
wrangling, appears determined
i Continued on Page Twelve)

Church School
To Be Held At
Local Church
Vacation Church School will
be held next week at the First
United Methodist Church.
Classes will be offered for
students from four years old
through those who have completed sixth grade. A nursery
will be provided for teachers'
children.
Classes will be held from
9.00-11 30 p.m__
Teachers for the School include Mrs. Sam Bell, Mrs. Bill
Swann, Nursery; Mrs. Gene
Schanbacher, Mrs. John
Adams, and Mrs. Bill Page,
Kindergarten 4-year olds; Mr.
and Mrs Douglas Abbott and
Mrs J Russell Ross, Kindergarten 5-year olds; Mrs.•
Norris Gorrell, Mrs. Fred
Morton, and Mrs. Sid Jobs,
Elementary one and two; Mrs.
Joe Keeslar, Mrs.Sohn Stahler,
and Mrs. Gene Maddox,
Elementary three and four;
Mrs.
John
Applegate,
Elementary five and six.
Mrs. Joe Prince will be music
director, Miss Beth Broach will
be in charge of refreshments,
and Mrs. Charles Homra, Mrs.
Donald Hunter, Mrs. Sid Easley
and Mrs. Ronnie Watson will
assist with refreshments. Mrs.
Donald Brock will serve as
director of the school.
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Tit For Tat?
Nobody shoots presidents in this country,
Moscow's mayor told visiting, summitmeeting
reporters. True—and an enviable record—but, on
the other hand,nobody votes against presidents over
there, either.—Anniston (Ala.) Star.

Deaths reported are Grover Wade,age 75, Mrs. E.
E. Youngblood, age 70, both on June 10, and Mrs. A.
P. Slaughter, age 68, on June 11.
A snake that stretched across eight corn rows,
„approximately 24 feet, and as large as a stove pipe
Nround its middle, was reported seen by Hildred
PãdTMflUr wererin the Hats Hill bottcon nearHazel.
Henry Marvin Ramey, former minister of the
Sugar Creek Bapitist Church, has been appointed
instructor in speech at Wayland Baptist College,
Plainview, Texas.
Deputy Sheriff Taylor Gooch investigated a two
truck collision on Highway 94 East yesterday. No
one was reported iftjured.

Deaths reported are Capt. Edwin James, age 33,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve James of Murray, who
died of leukemia at San Franscisco, Calif., and
James L. Thompson, age 63, who died June 10 at his
home in the Rowlett Apartments.
Pictured yesterday was the TVA substation
located on South 4th Street where TVA meters the
power delivered in Murray.
The 1.7-Tote-Ern Super Market on East Main Street
has a page advertisement for its "going out of
business sale."
Showing at the Varsity Theater is "Close To My
Heart" with Ray Milland and Gene Tierney.

For mine eyes have seen thy salvation. Which
Thou has prepared before the face of all people.—
Luke 42:30-31.
One of the greatest blessings of mankind is sight.
0 that we may behold the heavens declaring His
glory; and the earth showing the work of His hands.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
A poor man with no ambition except to somehow
enjoy life has something in common with a moneyed
woman who can write her checks in any amount.
Neither needs to marry and some philosophers.
would say they'd be idiots if they did marry.
"Marriage is both Heaven and Hell."
—Dictionary of Opionions

Society To Move Into Annex
explains that the society's
FRANKFORT, Ky—As
.
state
committee
is
agencies begin moving into the executive
finalizing. arra gements for the
new Capital Plaza
office
long-awaited move.
building,
the
Kentucky
.
said the society's offices
Historical Society's restoration_
have to relocate temand renovation, respectively, of
the old State House and Annex porarily, until certain stages of
the refurbishing are completed.
are shifting into high gear.
As soon as the departments of Museum memorabilia will be
Insurance and Aeronautics and labeled and stored.
Once the offices and library
the Public Service Commission
vacate the Annex, work will move, workers will start
begin on modernizing it for painting and plastering in the
housing the Historical Society's two buildings.. Central heating,
offices and its 70,000-volume air conditioning, and new
library, which will include an plumbing and lighting also will
expanded microfilm section. be installed.
Chinn said the departure of
The Old State House, dating
from 1830, is also scheduled for state agencies from the Annex
a face lift. Built over the ashes will allow for expansion of the
of two earlier capitols, this society's museum and permit
Greek Revival building was the some items now "stuffed in
first public structure designed corners" to be placed on
by Kentucky's noted architect, display. He also indicated the
museum might be split in two.
Gideeon Shryock.
Under
that plan, certain
It now contains the offices, items with special relevance to
museum and library of the Kentucky's political history will
Kentucky Historical Society. remin in the Old State House to
Gov. Wendell Ford set aside Make up a' new political
$2 million in his budget for museum. The executive offices
restoration or renovation of also will remain there.
both-historic building and. bur_ Historical items would be
addition, the U.S. Department placed in a general museum on
of Interior awarded .a $110,000 the first floor of the Annex,
grant_ for work on the two
publications, highway markers,
structures.
and photo-reproduction offices
Col,_ GeOr_g_t_ _M. Chinn,_ would go on the second floor and
Historical Society director, the library on the third.

will allow major construction of
The research arm of the
four
or five cluster systems of
National
Water
Well
NEW YORK 1UP11 —
Association has undertaken individual wells in other areas
About three-quarters of
three important programs to of the U.S.
bicycle-motor vehicle collisions
Michael Campbell, NWWA
further the proper development
take place in the six-month
research
director,
that
said
of America's ground water
period from April to Sepeconomic,
social and
tember. In 1971, there were
resources.
about 850 fatalities and
The first, and potentially geographic, as well as
39,000 injuries in the United
most far reaching program, hydrogeologic factors will be
States resulting from collisions
involves a promising new effort taken into account in writing
between bikes and motor
to provide home water supplies the engineering design manual.
vehicles.
hopeful
Campbell
is
the
that
to millions of Americans now
More boys than girls were
living in low income areas resulting study will demoninvolved in these collisions.
without
running
According to a study by the
water. strate the many advantages of
National Safety Council, the
NWWA's Research Facility will cluster and individual home
bike-car accidents were about
receive between $30,000 and well systems as a viable and
50 per cent more prevalent
$40,000 to do an economic economical alternative to largeamong children in the 10-to- l 4
criterion
study of the ap- scale pipeline systems.
age group than children below
NWWA has also announced
plication of private water wells
age l0. The reason seems to be
publication
the
of
a
major
or "cluster systems" of inthat younger cyclists are more
dividual wells in meeting the document in the area of ground
likely to ride on sidewalks and
in other non-traffic areas.
water supply of low income water quality. These are the
Proceedings of the first
To help curb the bicyclerural residents.
motor vehicle accidents during
NWWA's engineering study is National Ground Water Quality
the peak accident season,
a key part of a major con- Symposium, held last August in
follow these guidelines:
Colo.
NWWA's
struction and research project Denver,
—Ride with traffic on the
to determine model methods of Research Facility, with the
right side of the rood, not
bringing home water supplies to cooperation of the Enagainst traffic on the left.
20 million Americans who are vironmental Protection
—Walk bikes across heavily
traveled intersections. To turn
presently without running Agency, entertained over 200
left at an intersection, stay to
-water. This program is being top ground water scientists at
the right, dismount and walk
Symposium. All major
funded by the U.S. Office of the
Economic Opportunity through papers presented have been • the bike across one street, then
a grant to Demonstration Water published in two special issues, head left to the opposite
corner.
Project, Inc., a nonprofit (November-December, 1971
—II you ride in a group,
Roanoke, Va. group developing and January-February, 1972) of
travel single file, not side by
low-cost water systems in the ,,NWWA's technical journal, side.
—Use hand signals to show
Roanoke area. Th-0E0 grant Ground Water.
The Environmentat''--the direction you intend to
Protection Agency has ap- turn.
—If you ride at night, have
plauded the results of the
a white front lamp and a red
Symposium as an outstanding
rear light in good working
contribution to the solving of
order. Reflective tape and
our nation's water problems. It
light-colored clothing also are
is expected that EPA will
recommended.
republish
the
entire
—Use both hands to control
the bicycle at ql times lexcept
Proceedings in one volume
youths waiting with their through the Government
when signaling). Attach a
parents. The patients registered Printing Office
basket or rack to the bicycle if
later this year.
you intend to carry books or
as soon as they arrived, then
packages when riding.
Another
waited- their turns to see the
important
The Council safety experts
pediatrician, in this case Dr. _publication, "Water Well
feel that because moat bicycle
Keith Coverdale of Bowling Construction
Technology—A
accidents take place in
Green, a member of the com- Review of Current Principles,"
residential areas, closer
mission board.
is near completion, according to
parental supervision
is
necessary. The basic problem
After the initial examination, NWWA's Research Facility.
seems to be that the average
they saw Dr. James Harkess, of This state-of-the-art report on
child primarily considers his
the University of Louisville current water well construction
bicycle as a toy rather than a
School of Medicine, and Dr. technology is being written
vehicle. What is needed:
under
auspices
the
a
grant
of
Barrett Rosen, a resident in
proper safety education for the
orthopedics at Kosair Hospital from the Office of Water
child, parental responsibility
Resources
Research of the U.S. and further awareness of the
in Louisville.
presence of cyclists by the
Then the parents were in- Department of the Interior.
motoring public.
terviewed by a nurse to review Officials of the U.S. Geological
the doctor's findings, make Survey have been quoted as
recommendations and follow saying that the new NWWA text
through any of the doctors' will be a major contribution to Paint vs. pollution
PITTSBURGH (UPI) —
the ground water industry.
orders.
Metropolitan homeowners can
When a patients first goes to a
The
NWWA
Research keep the outside of their
clinic his initial history and a Facility is involved in numerous dwellings bright with a new
financial summary are ob- research and educational paint that resists the effects of
tained by the commission staff. programs, funded by various sulfides, a common air
pollutant. PPG Industries says
This summary is reviewed at NWWA committees and federal
least once a year, because and state agencies. The ob- the paint is not stained by
patients are eligible for jectives of these programs are sulfides, which reacts with
treatment based on family to increase technical com- compounds in most latex-base
exterior house paints to form
financial resources and the munication within the water ugly black or gray stains. The
child's condition.
well industry' as well as with the paint also resists mildew. a
Ususally children get to the petroleum and mining in- problem in humid climates.
clinics at a very early age, dustries—to conduct practical
before their problems multiply. research in water well conAfter a diagnostic team learns structitit technology—and to
what it can
about a foster and promote a greater
youngster's condition and his awareness of the importance
of
family situation, the child's one of the nation's most
0000rIP /51
parents are advised about valuable natural resourtreatment to help the child ces...ground water.
overcome his handicap.
For further information on
Now thru Tue.
The commission staff may the
conservation
and
arrange for, or provide, out- development of ground water,
patient care such as the contact the National Water
Well
Bowling Green clinic, hospital Association, 88 East Broad
care, surgery, convalescent Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215.
home care, braces, artificial
limbs and other applia ncessuch
AN EXPLOSIVE
as glasses, hearing aids and
CHARLES EVANS HUGHES
MOTION
PICTURE
wheel chairs.
Surnng PAT BOONE u G•Ad **kW
Charles Evans Hughes reLast year more than 11,600 tired as chief justice of the Suyouths were seen by physicians preme Court on June 2, 1941.
at the commission clinics.
Local health departments and
SURVEYOR I
On June 1, 1966, Surveyor I
local news media are notified by
the commission of specialty -made it soft landing on the
T f- AT RE
moon.
clinic dates in their areas.

SENSING Commission Takes Aid
THE NEWS To Handicapped Patients
By Anthony Harrigan
INKUTIVE VICE IIISID(NT

Southern States Industrial Council
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INCOME REDISTRIBUTION
A healthy society is one in which the laws are designed to acsist
the energetic, productive members of that society to develop their
potential to its fullest. A sick society is one in which the laws are
devised in such a manner as to favor the non-productive elements
in the population.
From the beginning, American society was soundly conceived.
This was a land of opportunity for people who wanted to work.
Ours was a dynamic, growing society that appreciated the value
of the creative, enterprising individual. He was encouraged to
acquire property and build up the nation. In more recent times,
however, the character of American society has altered. The
focus of attention has shifted from the self-reliant citizen to the
under-achiever and welfare recipient. Political movements
catering to the less energetic have been fashioned around such
slogans as New Deal, Fair Deal, New Frontier and Great Society.
The latest call to lavish favors on the non-productive comes
from Sen. George McGovern
The latest call to lavish favors on the non-productive comes
from Sen. George McGovern 1D-S.D.). He hasn't produced a new
label for his scheme but he opely urges a massive "redistribution
of income" in this country. He wants Congress to take from the
productive and give to the welfare element.
This is a revolutionary design that strikes at every enterprising
citizen. Sen. McGovern would eliminate the $759 a year exemption
that every taxpayer now gets for himself and each of his
dependents. In its place, he would substitute a minimum income
grant of perhaps $1,000 a person. But there's a catch to this. Only
the welfare class, the free-loading element, would get to keep the
grant. And every American with an income of $12,000 or above
would pay sharply increased taxes.
According to the Washington Post, the McGovern "share the
wealth" plan is derived from the writings of former Kennedy
administration economists now at Harvard and MIT. These
radical economists aim at boosting the income of the poorest fifth
of the population by taking money away from other citizens with
more skill and enterprise. One of these economists estimates that
an income redistribution plan would shift $43 billion a year to the
poorest fifth.
Working Americans aren't likely to regard Stn. McGovern as
Robin Hood. Forced income redistribution is a feature of
totalitarian societies such as exist in Cuba and behind the Iron
Curtain. The plan devised by Sen. McGovern would deny to
productive citizens the fruit of their labors. It would go far beyond
existing relief laws to make the welfare element the priviltged
class in our country.
The truly American system is to distribute income on the basis
of individual skill, enterprise and know-how. Market demands for
skills and the innovative planning of the individual provide for a
wide range of incomes. The blue-collar workers who attends night
school and gets a supervisor's job is the beneficiary of a changed
pattern of income distribution. In the present system, higher
income is geared to improved education, personal saving, and
longer hours on the job.
Sen. McGovern would penalize the skilled mechanic or whitecollar worker who moonlights at a second job or who attends a
technical or business school in order to qualify for a higher-paying
job. This type of individual would pay higher taxes under
McGovern-style socialism. The individual who does little or
'nothing to improve his lot, who fails to seek employment or is a
poor worker, would be rewarded by a minimum income grant.
This is still a country of working, productive people. And if they
recognize their own interest and the interest of the nation, they
will be adamantly opposed to the McGoven income distribution
plan. Sen. McGovern's plan would go far toward destroyint the
incentive for a productive life.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—If you
are the parent of a handicapped
child but are unable to afford
treatment, where do you go. for
help?
The Kentucky Commission
for Handicapped Children is the
answer. It's the state agency
from whom you may seek and
receive aid.
Established in 1924 by the
state legislature, the littlepublicized commission initially
treated orthopedic handicaps
from polio epidemics.
But today the agency treats
persons under 21 years of age
who have various physical
handicaps that can be corrected
or lessened and whose families
are unable to pay for all the
medical care and treatment.
Federal and state taxes are the
major sources of operational
funds.
Headquartered in Louisville,
the commission also has offices
in Lexington, Paducah and
Bowling Green.
Specialty clinics for such
conditions as cystic fibrosis,
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, birth
defects, burns, eye injuries,
heart defects, hearing loss and
crippling or orthopedic conditions are conducted regularly
in Louisville.
The commission also takes its
clinics to the patients. A
specialty clinic recently held in
Bowling Green is an example.
Evelen months out of the year,
orthopedic paqt9ts from
Warren, Sirn7r-i- and Logan
counties travel to Louisville for
examination and treatment.
But each June, the commission
sffiff conducts a specialty clinic
in Bowling Green for them.
The clinic is co-sponsored by
the commission and the health
departments in the participating counties.
. The scene in the Presbyterian
Church basement resembled a
waiting room in a doctor's office, only on a much larger
scale, with approximately 100

NOW Thru Tues.

"THE (PG)
REVENGERS"
* William Holden
* Ernest Borgnine
* Susan Hayward
* Woody Strode

Actually, the nation needs laws that are the very opposite of the
McGovern plan. It needs laws to compel reliefers to take any job
offered to them. It needs a law that would make public assistance
conditional on reliefers not having offspring during the period of
public assistance. The country needs an overhaul of the tax laws
to provide new incentives for saving and investment.
The point that should be made in discussing the McGovern
"income redistribution" plan is that it is profoundly unjust. The
good incomes received by energetic citizens are their proper due
Politicians should not be allowed to "redistribute" or transfer a
portion of those incomes to persons who aren't doing anything to
help themselves, their communities or the country.
The "income redistribution:. proposed —clearly illustrates the
need for productive citizens to joii. forces politically and in taxpayer leagues. for the McGovern.—the entire liberal-New Left
political element—aim at seeking revolutionary change in our
Aoc
..__itty that wo_Lild..teii,k_en_the producing majority.
-
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Thomas Ehlkhametalor, International
student from Africa,
was guest of the Baptist Women of the
Kirkaey Church recently.
On his left is Mrs. W.A. Erwin, and
on his right is Mrs. Pete
Carlisle, both of the Kirksey church.

tc,auty ofit al
by bartiara weber
fashion and beauty director
holiday magic, Inc.
"Dry Skin How-to's"
So you've decided that
yours is a dry skin. It often
feels taut, sometimes flakes,
lacks natural moisture. Your
skin literally "drinka up"
creams and moisturizers.
One of the enviable characteristics of dry skin is its
usually fine texture and thin.
delicate look. How divinely
feminine!
But. .. there is a price to
pay for such Dresden-doll
looks. You must care for it
carefully, ever-so-carefully.
Your oil glands are probably not producing
enough natural oil to
keep your
skin lubrica ted. So
you'll have to
help nature
along! That's
where your
night creams
and oils come in. Use a night
cream every single night of
your life-it's nicer if you
choose one that's non-greasy.
Also apply a few drops of a
rich oil around your eyes and
over your neck.
Next, a moisturizer. Every
single day, before you even
think of make-up--use a light,
non-greasy moisturizer. Don't
confuse oil and moisturizers.
They do not substitute for
each other. Your moisturizer
helps your skin retain its
moist, young-looking appearance. Every skin needs moisture, particularly as it grows
older.
Cleanse morning and evening with a rich cream that
won't dry-follow with a nondrying, preferably non-alcoholic skin freshener.
Properly cared for, your
skin is one of the prettiest
Starting now-.joy it and
make the most of it!

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held a
patio party at the club house on
Thursday, May 25, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Husbands of the members were
guests.
Mrs. Salvatore Matararzo,
vice-chairman, presided at the
meeting. Mrs. Frank Kane,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Mrs. W.P. Russell,
treasurer, gave her report.
It was announced that Miss
Karen McClure, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McClure, was
the recipient of the scholarship
of $100 given by the Zeta
Department.

SIVE
TUR
0.4#.SItiescm

Mrs. Otis H. Erwin, asked the
members to get their recipes for
the cookbook to her by June 2.
Mrs. Purdom Outland, chairman of the department for next
year, reported on the general
meeting. Financial projects
were discussed.

42"[GP

Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Cecil Farris, Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson, Mrs. John
Quertermous, Mrs: A.H._ TRsworth, Mrs. Roger Blackwood
and Mrs. Jack Bailey.

Tues.
(PG)

ERS"

West Bend Offers
New Porcelain
Cookware
,Line

Holden

lorgnine
ayward

A new line of decorated
porcelain-on-steel cookware in
two distinctive patterns and
color combinations has been introduced by The West Bend
Company. Offered under the
Westanark brand name, the new
cookware is formed from even heating carbon steel with a genuine porcelain finish that is easy
to dean, won't fade, and is resistant to scratches and stains.
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A Morning Glory pattern
comes in blue and white with
solid blue cevers. A Floral Star
design is offered in orange and
white.
Basic 7-piece set includes t
and 2-qdart sauce pans and S%quart dutch oven, with covers.
and a 9%-inch skillet, which
uses the dutch oven cover.
The set retails for under.
$30,
while a matching, 3-quart tea
kettle sells for under ;10.
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By Abigail Van Burin

Thomas
Ehikhametalor,
International student at Murray
State University from Africa
was the guest at the meeting of
the Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Church held on
Thursday, June 1, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the church.
The African student gave a
talk on
the "Christian
Movement In Africa" and
showed items from his country.
He was introduced by Mrs. W.A.
Erwin, program leader, and a
member of the International
Women's Club.
The program on the "Mission
of the Church" was led by Mrs.
Erwin who was assisted by Mrs.
Pete Carlisle, Mrs. Isaiah
Treas, Mrs. Urban Belcher, and
Mrs. Jackie Treas.
Mrs. R.W. Blakely gave the
call to prayer, and read the
scripture from Ephesians 4:1724 and missionaries having
birthdays on that day. Prayer
was led by Rev. Pete Carlisle.
The president, Mrs. Pete
Carlisle, presided at the
meeting. Mrs. Jackie Treas
gave the treasurer's report in
the absence of Mrs. Jack Cain.
The mission action program for
June was planned.

The,,,Dexter Bamernakers
Club met at the Dexter Community Center on Thursday,
June 8, at nine-thirty o'clock in
the morning.
Mrs.
Lydia
Overby,
president, presided. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Pansy Pritchett. Mrs. Aline
Pritchett read the minutes, and
called the roll with each
member answering with the
part of the state she would like
to see.
The annual family social will
be held at the next regular
meeting at the Murray City
Park on July 13, at 9:30. Lunch
will be served after the
meeting.
The club voted to have a clean
up day at the Cofnmunity
Center on June 19 at nine a.m.
Men volunteers are needed to
help cut the crass after the
women clean up yard that day.
Members present were
Mesdames Linda Conner, Lydia
Overby, Luta Parrish, Irene
Mitchuson, June Pritchett,
Pansy Pritchett, Helen Butts,
Aline Pritchett, Ann Cleaver,
and Dollie Colson.

Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet
Tuesday Evening
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular monthly
meeting at the Masonic Hall on
Tuesday, June 6, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
Miss Less Robertson, worthy
advisor, presided and Miss
Janet Newberry recorder, read
the minutes.
Plans for Grand Assembly at
Lpuisvine June 23, 24, and 25
were discussed. The group also
discussed the booth at the
County Fair and the Founder's
Day picnic on July 8.
Members present were Linda
George, Lesa Robertson, Nita
Atkins, Joyce Winchester, Vicki
Kalberer, Melanie Wilson,
Lucretia Crawford, Donna
Nance, Kathryn Coleman,
Becky Edwards: Barbara
Sledd, Betsy Riley, Janet
Newberry, Debbie Nance,
Phyllis Coleman, Leslie Klein,
Becky Humphreys, Pat Evans,
Irene ,Futrell, Kathy Higginbotham, and Sonia Wooton.
Adults present were Mrs.
Twila Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs. Lillian Robe
,
and George Williams.

DEAR ABBY: I have a good friend who is my age
1161. We are very close and tell eahh other everything. Well,
my friend thinks she has V. D., but she's afraid to go to
a doctor because she thinks her folks might find out.
She is planning on being a Junior Counselor at a summer
camp where she has been a camper for many years. I
tell her she has to go to a doctor before she goes to
camp, because she might spread around whatever she has,
and that would be just terrible.
Abby, she is so frightened and stubborn. How can I
make her go to a doctor? Her family doctor is a friend
of her parents.
HER FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Tell her to telephone the County
Department and tell them her problem. She will be examined
[and treated U necessary] without her parents' knowledge
es consent. If she is too frightened to do this, ask her to
write to me and I will make the appointment for her.
Insist that she act TODAY, and please let me hear from
you again.
DEAR ABBY: A Hurt Mother wrote that her son was
being married at a big fancy church wedding. She said
she had a beautiful unmarried daughter who was 23, tall
and slim who wasn't even asked to be in the wedding
party.
Without knowing any of the facts, I'M bet I 'know why
they didn't ask that girl to be in the wedding party.
She was TOO beautiful, and the bride didn't want any
competition.
SAME EXPERIENCE
, DEAR SAME: That's a possibility that almost every
mother would And easy to believe.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have a very happy
marriage. At least we did until something happened which
has put a strain on It.
On my husband's last birthday, his sister and her
husband gave him a large [practically life-sized] framed
painting of a nude woman. Abby, I am not a prude, but
I don't care for the painting, and I don't want it displayed
in our home.
My husband has been rather passive about it, but when
I suggested we exchange it for another one, he refused.
I think in time he will probably hang it.
Until this happened my relationship with my sister in
law was good, but now it has soured. Am I wrong to object,
and have you any suggestions?
ANNOYED
DEAR ANNOYED: You're not wrong. and I suggest
you remind your husband that It's your borne, too, and
that you're entitled to a voice in what shall be displayed
there.
If be wants to hang It tell him to put it where be
can enjoy it and it won't bother you. [Like in his place
of work, his closet, or wherever.)
CONFIDENTIAL TO ALL WHO WROTE, REQUESTING
THE RECIPE FOR MY MOTHER IN LAW'S FABULOUS
SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE: Sorry, I don't have it. Nobody
has. She never measures anything.

Mondaj. June 12
The Murray Quota Club will
have an auction at the Community Room of the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan
Association, 7th and Main
Streets. at 7:30 p.n Homemade
pie will be sold for refreshments. The public is invited.
The suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs_ Robert Hendon at 7:30
p.m.
The Mpttie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at-the
church at 7:30 p.m.
The Board of Directors of the
Quota Club will meet at the
Triangle Inn at 5:30 p.m.
Murray Post 73 and Auxiliary
Post 73 of the American Legion
will meet at the Legion Home,
South 6th and Maple Streets, at
7:30 p.m.

The Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Amy •
Wilson at one p.m.

Miss Joyce Smotherman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smotherman of Murray Route Five announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
'datighter, Joyee, to -J: thrice Keritiall-H-,-son of Mr. and-Mrs:
James C. Kendall of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Miss Smotherman attended David Lipscomb Christian College,
Nashville, Tenn., and received a B.S. degree and M.A. degree
from Murray State University. She is now librarian at the
Slaughter Elementary School in Louisville.
Mr. Kendall received his B.A: degree from Westminster
College, Fulton, Missouri, where he was a member of Delta Tau
Delta fraternity, and a J.D. degree from Northwestern University
School of Law, Chicago, Ill. He is now a captain in the U.S. Army
stationed at Fort Knox.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 22, at four
o'clock in the afternoon at the University Church of Christ. A
reception will follow in the little auditorium of the church.
Only out of town invitations are being sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

NEW YORK (UPI -The
smart bride plans her
trousseau carefully. Otherwise
she will be spending money for
clothes that will be seldom
used.
In a guide for bridea-to-t,
fashion authorities at the
I LG W U
(International
Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union) remind that the wellplanned trousseau, can last
several years. This is possible
if the future bride plans her
shopping meticulously to avoid
mistakes. Some guidelines:
-Go through your present
wardrobe and decide what you
should keep.
- Keep in Mind that ',our
trousseau should consist of
enough daytime clothes,
dinner, -cocktail or evening
clothes, at-home clothes, sports
clothes, loungewear, lingerie
and other outfits.
- Shop for different clothes
at different times at different

stores. Plan to spend a day
shopping for lingerie, for
example. Then a day for shoes.
A day for sports clothes and so
on.
A fairly basic wardrobe,
according to the authorities,
consists of: two suits, one
casual and one dressy; six
daytime dresses, three winter
and three summer: four party
or evening outfits, two winter,
two summer: one pantsuit for
at home !Ring.
l,(': four coats, one winter,
one all weather, one raincoat,
I rn,
; two sweaters;
two pair pants or shorts; two
pair culottes; four blouses or
shirts; two skirts; one
peignoir; one bathrobe; five
bras; five slips; seven panties;
two girdles; six nightgowns or
pajamas; five handbags,
including one evening bag.
For the honeymoon.
take only what you need.

Golden Age Club Members And Guests At
Luncheon At The Fern Terrace Lodge
Members of the Golden Age
Club and their guests enjoyed a
potluck luncheon with residents
of Fern Terrace Lodge on
Friday, June 2. The'group had
been invited by Mrs. Mona
Purdom, administrator.

Visitors present were Mr. and
Mrs. Speight, Mrs. Farrell,
Mrs. Ruth Chambers, Mrs. Pat
Paschall, Mrs. Bardy Whit,
Mrs. Owen Brandon, Mrs. Lora
Russell, and
Mrs. Blanche
Larson.

The lunch was served buffet
style in the lovely spacious
dining room of the lodge.
Following silent prayer the
Invocation was given by PaulKingins, club chaplain.

Members present were Mr.
and Mrs. O.C. McLemore, Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mr. and
Mrs. W.O. Vaughn, Mesdames
Robbie Harrison, Olive Hagan,
Ruby Harris, Ruth Henry, Mary
Ridings, Essie Blalock, Mary
Louise
Baker,
Lela
Shackelford, Birdie Parker,
Eva Hilt, Ruby Barnes, Martha
Golden, Hildred Sharpe, Edna
McReynolds, Nell Neubauer,
Floy Caldwell, Lula Dunn,
Katie Overcast, Lillis
Wohlhart, Clara Todd, Merne
Mattingly, Lenore Jone, Joe
Harrell, Miss Erin
Montgomery, Paul Kingings, and
Ivy Culver.

O.C.
McLemore,
club
president, welcomed the group
and thanked Mrs. Purdom for
the invitation. Mrs. Hildred
Sharpe read several readings
and introduced Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Speight who led the
group singing accompanied by
Mrs. Richard Farrell. The
program was concluded with
Mrs. Farrell palying the song,
"How Great Thou Art."
The next regular meeting will
be held Friday, July 7, at the
First United Methoslist Church.
An election of officers will be
held and all members are urged
Lodge residents enjoying the
to attend. .
hospitality were Zilpha Cook,
Thelma Walker, Ira Colley,
Bessie Coles, 011ie Barrow,
Leona Duncan, Mae Broach,
Don 4141*yr-1/ache1 Latham,,
Robert Carlisle, Jesse Elkins,
Marvin Bourland, Clotile Pool,
Lillian McNabb, William McNabb, B. Aldridge, Garva
The fellowship hall of the Gatlin, Minnie McCuiston,
Palestine United Methodist Chris McCuiston, Mary Cox,
-Ginweh-was the scene of a Edgar —liarnsay,-James
household spower given In, Outalnd, Emerson Cooper,
honor of Miss Theresea Parrish, Robert Davis, and Pearl
whose marriage to Ricky Dickerson, and the hostess,
Rudolph will be an event of June Mrs. Purdom.
16, on Thursday, June 8, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
_evening.
Mrs. Dee Waldrop, Mrs.
Wanda Bogard, and Mrs. Nita
Oates were the
gracious
hostesses for the occasion.
Miss Parrish chose to wear
from her trousseau a white knit
Miss Jill Persall, bride-elect,
jumper with a pink blouse. She,
along with her mother, Mrs. was honored with a bridal
Bob Parrish, and her mother- luncheon at the Holiday Inn on
in-law to be, Mrs. Joe Rudolph, Thursday, June 8. Her wedding
were presented hostesses' gift to Wayne Hughes will be an
corsages of white carnations event of Saturday, June 10.
with red ribbon.
Hostess for the occasion was
Games were played with Mrs.
Carla Elkins Darnell and Mrs. Mrs. Dean Whitehead of
Shirley Morris being the Thomasville, Ga., aunt of the
recipients of the prizes. Miss bride-elect.
Carolyn Morris won the door
The centerpiece was a lovely
prize. They all presented their arrangeme
nt of spring flowers.
prizes to the honoree.
Place cards were handmade
Miss Parrish, assisted by her mosaic butterflies.
The menu
fiance, opened her many lovely
consisted of tomatoes stuffed
gifts.
with chicken salad, asparagus
The beautifully appointed casserole,
pickles, olives, hot
refreshment table was covered rolls,
and melon balls.
with a white lace cloth over red
and centered with a double
The hostess presented the
heart with wedding bells. The bride-elect with handmade
cake, decorated with red roses, ceremic mushroom pins.
was served with punch.
Guests included the
imFifty persons were present or mediate members of the bridal
,
party.
sent gifts.

Theresea Parrish
Hinored At -Shower
Palestine Church

Palestine
The
United
Methodist Church women will
meet at the church at ten a.m.

Ask about our

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.

FREE
URED
RAGE

The Quota Club will meet at
the Triangle Inn at 12 noon.
The Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: I with Mrs.
Fulton Young at 9:30 a.m., II
with Mrs. K.T. Crawford at ten
a.m.; III with Mrs. R.A. Stinker
at two p.m.

The Circle Meeting of Group 3
of WMS First Baptist Church
The Murray Unit of the
Mrs. R.A.
National Haridressers will meet will meet with
at the Murray Beauty Salon at Shaker on Tuesday, June 13 at
10:00 a.m. Potluck will be
7:30 p.m.
served.
Tuesday, June 13
The New Providence Riding
Club will meet at the club
Morning circles of the United
grounds at seven p.m.
Methodist Women of the First
The Sunnyside Homemakers United Methodist Church will
Club will meet at the Blalock-. _meet at 9:30 a.m. as follows:
Coleman parking lot at eleven Maryleona Frost with Mrs. N.P.
Street;
a.m. to go to Paris Landing Hutson, 1008 Main
Bessie Tucker, with Mrs. Will
State Park for a picnic.
M. Beale, Murray Route Three;
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of Alice Waters with Mrs. Lillian
the First Presbyterian Church Graves, 1507 Kirkwood Drive.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
John Neubauer at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Jane 14
Evening circles of the United
The
New
Providence Methodist Women of the First
Homemakers Club will meet at United Methodist Church will
the home of Mrs. Eunice meet as follows: Ruth Wilson,
Housden.
with Mrs. Maurice Ryan, 1213
Dogwood Drive; Hannah with
The 'Westside Homemakers Mrs, Yancey Watkins,803 North
Club will have a potluck lun- 20th Street; Wesleyan at the
fheon at the Murray City Park Holiday Inn for a dinner at t; 30
It eleven a.m.
p.m.

FR EE

FREE

Mothproofing

Mildew Proofing

only Regular Cleaning Prices!

HOUR DRY cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center

PANTS
SKIRTS
EATERS

Phone 753-9084
June 12,

PLAIN

any 3 for

SHIRTS
Laundered to Perfection

$139
NO LIMIT
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Local Baseball Roundup

Indians Blast Mets As
Hudspeth Pitches Gem ABA Teams Fate To Be
Lindsey Hudspeth fired a one hitter Saturday night in Pony
League play to lead the Indians Lb' a 15-2 romp over the Mets.
Hudspeth fanned eight men in the abbreviated five inning contest,
called because of the 12 run rule.

Decided

Andre Perry touched Hudspeth for the only hit of the game.
Meanwhile Hudspeth and Jerry Jones each picked up two hits
while Terry Turner, Mike Wells, David Frank and David Lyons
added a hit to help the winning cause for the Indians.
The other contest in the league found the Dodgers blasting the
Orioles by a 12-7 score. Kenny Adams picked up the win on the
mound. David Hall, Tim Lane and Terry Vance led the losing
Orioles by banging two safeties apiece. Randy Herndon, Tony
Boone,Paul Robertson and Todd Harrison each had a hit.
Keith Tabers and Terry Beane led the winners, with two hits
while Mike Farris, Billy Dyer, Joel Smith, Larry Geib and Kenny
Adams all added one hit each.
PARK LEAGUE
The Tigers remained the only unbe.ated team in the league by
winning over the Yanks Friday evening 16-5. Glen Van Herck and
Don Hargrove combined efforts on the mound for the win.

By BERT ROSENTHAL .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP — The fate
of the Memphis Pros, Pittsburgh Condors and the Floridians, the American Basketball
Association's financially weakest franchises, will be decided
at the league's two-day Board
of Trustees meetings, which began today.
The Pros are likely to play
another•season in Memphis under new ownership, while the
future of the Condors and Floridians is uncertain, according
David Billington led the losers with two hits while Terry Butler, to Richard P. Tinkharn, apBruce Taylor, Keith Overby and Mitchell McClard all added one pointed two months ago by the
hit each. Hargrove picked up three hits for the winneis while Van trustees as a tine-man stabilizafleet TiAd tiV8. DM/ Ltrrett 23111 Joet-Kleisractded-hits-forthe tion -oornsaittee--to stialy.-the
three struggling franchises.
winners.
The league (now five years
In the other contest played Friday evening, the Cards used the
hurling of Kim Wilson and Dan Key to take a 10-2 decision over the old) always has carried the
Twins. Mike Reed had two base knocks for the losers while Jerry weak sisters," Tinkharn said
Spann,Todd Rose and Ken Griffin each added a hit.
Sunday. But now it has deThe Cards used two hits apiece from Gary Starks, Dan Key, cided that it is going to be
Sammy Smith,Phil Resig and Eric Lovins to dispose of the Twins. strong. We are not going to be
Kim Wilson and Mike Garner also added a hit apiece to the attack as flexible as we were in the
for the winners.
past.

Riva Ridge Turns In Third
NEW YORK i AP) — Trainer and Quill Gordon.
This quartet has scored a toLucien Laurin is going fishing
and while he is waiting for the tal of 15 victories, four seconds
fish to bite he can think about and two thirds in 32 starts, acthe hook he has into racing's 3- counted for eight stakes
triumphs and earned more than
year-old division.
- Laurin trains Riva Ridge, the 6660,000 this year.
Spanish Riddle, owned by
:Kentucky Derby winner who
',scored a smashing seven-length Roy Anderson—the other three
victory in Saturday's Belmont run for Meadow Stable—made
Stakes. And he also conditions his debut on the grass by winthree other 3-year-olds called ning the one-mile fifth race at
Upper Case, Spanish Riddle Belmont Park Saturday. Quill
Gordon, also starting on grass
for the first time, was out of
the money.
Then, three races later, Riva
Ridge, the 1971 2-year-old
Odrinex can help you become tile trim
champion, bounced back from
allirt person you want to be Ocirinvi is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
his fourth-place finish in the
tarns no dangerous drugs No starving
Preakness to establish his leadNo special exercise. Get rid of excess
ership of the 3-year-old division
fat and live longer. Odrinex has been
by running the third fastest Ps
used successfully by thousands all over
miles the 104-year history of
the country for 14 years OPrirreit Plan
the Belmont.
costs $3 25 and the large economy size
$5 25. You must lose ugly fat or your
"He's a wonder horse, that's
money will be refunded by your druggist
what he is," Laurin said after
No questions asked Accept no sub
Rive Ridge was timed in 2:72
stitutes Sold with this guarantee Its
over a fast track despite kicking himself in the paddock before the race. Gallant Man set
the stakes and track record of
2:263-5 in 1957 and Stage Door

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK

it ever so Wow., rissro's nosh; ing quite like a VW Compmobile.
First of all, you have to admit,there
aren't too mony homes around that
can take you to the hooch while using
very little gasoline.
And there aren't too many cars
01 around that sleep S.
ir
Now where would you it, to go?
The mr.,untams? Territic. With the en,.0
••
gine in the rear, the Compmobile con
tote you lust about anywhere.
How about skiing? Greco. Since
the eng,ne s oir•cooled, you con
tvcreelviseole-weethevandee, Istive/

.to worry about wafer or antifreeze.
How about sunning? Groot again
That some engine that can't freeze up
in cold weather, can't boil over in
hot weather.
Or how about just o quick trip
down to the A & P? No big problem.
The -Compmobil• ports ond handles
like o VW Beetle.
And of course no matter where
you go, you'll go first class:
Each and every Compmobile come;
with or goes Wth) a charming kirchen
%vitt) sink, icebox and water pump. A
Aorgesfasinct roble.Closew Screens.

Johnny won 2:271-5 in 1968.
Riva Ridge, who in his career
has never surrendered a lead,
went to the front under Ron
Turcotte' on the first turn and
stayed there for his ninth
stakes victory, four wins in six
starts - this year and 11
triumphs in 15 career outings.
He paid $5.20 as the favorite
and earned $93,540 from a
pufse of $155,400 to boost his
two-year bankroll to 6802,245.
With Preilkness winner Bee
Bee Bee not in the race, the cosecond choices! of a crowd of
54,635 were Key To The Mint
and No Le Race who finished
fourth and sixth, respectively,
in the 10-horse field. Ruritania
was second and Cloudy Dawn
third.
Laurin, who felt Riva Ridge's
poor start rather tharrthe sloppy track cost him the Preakness and the Triple Crown,
said the son of First LandingIberia would rest and probably
start next in the Travers Aug.
19 at Saratoga. As for himself,
Laurin said, he was going fishing for five days.

Curtains. Bedroom enough for 2
adults arid 2 children.'Oita on optional 'pop-up top to sleep I mare

child arid tent to sleep 3 more adults.,
Now before you-run away thinking
the VW Compm‘bile is fhe greatest
thing since the invention of the %steel,
,
there is one drawback:
For o V olkswogen,the Cossailobao
is hind of expensive.
But we con justify that:
It'll cost you a little bit more than
Its, average car.
But o lot loss than the overage
home-

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
Open Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m -5 p m
800 Chestnut St., Murray Ph. 753-8350

‘Vaii
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Joakim Bonnier Killed Instantly
When Lola Leaves Road In Le Mans
LE MANS, France (AP) —
The trees near the "Indianapolis Bend" on the Le
Mans 24-hour Auto Race circuit
are sheared off near the ground
for 50 yards.
The scythe was the hurtling
yellow Lola sports car of veteran Swedish driver Joakim Bonnier, who died instantly in the
wreckage.
An instant's error in trying to
pass a slower car ended a 24year career at the heights of
auto racing and cast a pall

"I guess when this meeting is
over, there will be a minimum
of nine or ten franchises that
will continue," added Tinkharn,
executive vice president and
secretary of the Indiana Pacers.
Since the league began play
in the 1967-8 season, opposite
the older National Basketball
Association, it has had 11
teams each year. But the franchises have been continually
changing hands, with only Indiana, Kentucky and Denver
remaining from the original
goup.
By HAL BOCK . .
Dallas and Pittsburgh, cur- Associated Press
Sports Writer
rent members, also were
It is a simple fact that runanionl the .originals, but both sing.l.s...
11t_(adult way W.....get
- have paYgd in OthifirtisisTrkiaround on a baseball field. And
1967.
the Chicago White Sox have
"Our most important prob- never questioned
that axiom.
lem is who is going to play and
Always a speed-oriented ball
where," said Tinkham, in pin- club, the Sox have,
however,
pointing the main purpose of made an important
discovery
the meetings.
this season. They've added the
Also on the agenda is dis- home-run trot to
their running
cussion of a possible merger repetoire and
found that you
with the NBA and a replace- can make it
home a lot more
ment for Commissioner Jack leisurely that
way.
Dolph who has announced his
The Sox socked half a dozen
resignation, effective in Octo- home runs Sunday en
route to a
ber, when his three-year con- 6-4, 5-4 doubleheader
sweep
tract expires.
over Milwaukee that moved
Tinkham, in a telephone in- them within 31.2 games
of Oakterview with The Associated land in the American
League's
Press from Indianapolis before West Division. The
Athletics
leaving for New York said had their eight-game
winning
there are two groups—both out-- streak ended by Detroit
3-2 on
side Memphis—who are nego- Bill Freehan's ninth-inn
ing
tiating to purchase the Pros homer.
and will keep them in MemElsewhere in the American
phis.
League Sunday, Kansas . City
The Condors and Floridians shut out New York 1-0,
Baltiwere the only ABA teams to more trimmed Texas
3-1, Mindraw less than 100,000 fans last nesota took Cleveland
5-3 and
season. League figures placed Boston whipped California
8-4.
Pittsburgh's home attendance
Dick Allen led Chicago's long
at 97,771, a decrease of 15,000, ball attack with two
homers in
and the Floridians' attendance the opener, his
10th and Ilth of
at 87,161, a drop of 74,000. Re- the season. Ed Herrmann,
Mike
liable sources told The AP that Andrews and Luis
Alvarado
the Condors'figures were exag- also connected. Three
of the
gerated.
homers came in the third inThe league also claimed that ning as the Sox scored
four
Memphis' home attendance times.
rose 61,000 to 185,428, but that
In the second game, the
figure also was reported to be Brewers scored four
runs, three
exaggerated.
of them unearned, in the second inning. Pat Kelly got half
of them back with a fifth inning
Ladies Golf Day Hold two-run homer. Doubles by
Carlos May and Bill Mehra
Widniiiday At Oaks shaved
another run off the lead
in the sixth and then singles by
The Oaks Country Club
Kelly and May sandwiched
Ladies Spring Golf Tournament
will be played Wednesday, June around a stolen base tied it in
the seventh.
14, beginning at 9 dill.
In the ninth, George Scott's
Anyone wishing to play and
two-base throwing error on an
not listed in the following
attempted sacrifice put the Sox
pairings may be paired at the
in business and May's basestee. Those who are listed and
loaded single--his fifth hit of
unable to play should contact
the day—delivered the winning
members of her group in adrun.
vance.
Freehan cut short an Oakland
9:00—Laura Parker, Janice
Stubblefield
and
Bobbie rally with a heads-up defensive
play in the top of the ninth inBuchannan.
9:05—Virginia Jones, Grace ning, then pounded Ken Holtzman' first pitch for a leadoff
James and Essie Caldwell,
9:10—Mabel Rogers, Mary homer in the bottom half of the
Alice Smith and Murrelle inning to move Detroit past the
A's.
Walker.
Freehan picked OUie Brown
9:15—Sue McDougal, Mollie
off second base, running past
Jones and Doris Rose.
9:20—Edith Garrison, Nell the pitcher's mound and almost
all the way to shortstop with
Tackert and Marie Weaver.;
9:26—Margaret
Tidwell, the ball before tossing to Ed
Burlene Brewer and Polly Brinkman for the putout.
Freehan clouted his third
9:30—Patsy Neale, Sue homer of the season to beat
Outland and Ada Sue Roberts. Holtzman, 9-4. The Tigers had
tied the score an inning earlier
when Aurelio Rodriguez led off
with a triple and scored on
Tony Taylor's sacrifice fly.
Dick Drago scattered five
hits, outduelling Steve Kline as
Unofficial Record
Kansas City shut out the YanMOUNT POCONO, Pa. ( AP) kees.
— Mario Andretti posted an
Drag° and Kline were locked
unofficial time 10 miles per in a scoreless battle until the
hour faster than the official lap seventh inning when the Royals
record at Pocono International bunched singles by Lou PiRaceway Sunday during tire Melia, John Mayberry and
tests.
Amos Otis for the game's only
Andretti reached 182.5 mph run.
on the 2.5-mile tri-oval track
Dave Johnson drove in two
while testing Firestone tires for runs with a homer and double
the July 2 Schaefer 500. He was as Baltimore trimmed Texas.
driving a Viceroy special
Minnesota got home runs
owned by Parrielli Jones.
from Jim Nettles, Jim Kaat
and Bob Darwin to whip Cleveland. Darwin's homer snapped
Glass Killed
an eighth-inning tie. Nettles'
WOOSTER, Ohio (AP) —
Gregory Glass, 24, of North
Less Than Two
Canton, Ohio, was killed SatuMONTERREY, Mexico i AP)
ray at Dragway 42 at West Salem when he was thrown from - "After the fight started, I
knew it wouldn't last 10
his car.
Waynetounty sheriff's depu- rounds," Jnse Napoles said.
It lasted less than two. And
ties said Glass had finished his
run down the dragstrip when he when the Saturday night bout
lost control and was thrown out was over, Napoles had retained
as his car flipped end over end. his world Aielterweight boxing
He was dead on arrival at Lodi title with a technical knockout
over No. 1 challenger Adolph
Hospital.
Pruitt of St Louis. .

over the victory, eight hours
later, of his old teammate, Graham Hill, in the classic race
Sunday.
Bonnier, founder and only
president of the Grand Prix
Drivers Association and leader
of the campaign for increased
safety on circuits and in cars,
was killed on a stretch of road
specially widened and lined
with barriers just for this
race—but on a section yet to be
improved. It was Bonnier's 13th
time here.

A member of a Swedish publishing family, he was, with
Hill, the last of the old guard
drivers who raced against such
men as Juan-Manuel Fangio,
Alberto Ascari, Mike Collins
and the Marquis de Portago.
And Bonnier was still driving
and capable of leading a top
race like Le Mans, as he did
early Saturday. He had won a
four-hour race here last March
and held the track record. Hill
and Bonnier were close friends
from their days together in the
a British Racing Motors team in
1960.
The Matra team kept the
news of Bonnier's death from
Hill and his French teammate,
Henri Pescarolo, until after
they brought their Matra-Simca
670 across the line for the first
brother, Graig, homered for French victory here since Louis
Cleveland.
Rosier won in a Talbot in 1950.
Carlton Fisk's sixth-inning
It was a "horrible shock"
Nimer higke a _tie and Boston . and "sad thaLinx fittsria bert
went on to whip Califortilinte - in 10 attempts should be in
homer gave the Red Sox a 5-4 these circumstances," Hill said.
lead and they added three more
Those who were there gave
runs in the seventh on clutch varying versions of the accihits by Danny Cater and Doug dent in which Bonnier, 42, died.
Griffin and a sacrifice fly by But it was clear that he was
Tommy Harper.
attempting to pass a Ferrari

Chisox Slam Six Homers
En Route To Double Win

driven by Florian Vetsch of
Switzerland at a kink in the
track where the drivers usually
had the accelerator on the
floor-boards, traveling at about
170 miles an hour.
Vic Elford of Britain, driving
an Alfa Romeo, said that Bonnier had just passed him. The
way Elford reconstructed it,
Bonnier was looking for an
opening on the right of the Ferrari and the two cars touched.
Bonnier's Lola skidded out of
control onto the left side of the
track where it hit a guard rail
and flew out toward the trees
lining the track.
For the organizers, who
again got the 300,000 plus crowd
that makes Le Mans one of the
biggest single sports events in
the world, the problem remains.
Do the fans come to see the
exotic, thundering sports specials or do. they want to see
cari t&-Yr'cniird'WW1'Off
the roads will stand up to 24
hours of racing?
Next year may tell. And by
next year, the trees near the
"Indianapolis Bend" will have
grown again.

Who represents
the consumer of
health care services?
Kentucky BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD'
People in our organizations spend a lot of time
figuring out how to conserve the dues you have entrusted to US
It's a big responsibility.
And we're just as concerned as you are about helping hold down health care costs. That's why we work
contiwally with providers of health care services to
find ways to cut red tape and reduce costs. We make
sure only needed and necessary increases are implemented.
We also work closely with state and county medical
societies to support ongoing programs of physician
peer review.
•
We encourage all our member hospitals to participate in community health planning to avoid
unnecessary duplication and systematically plan the
delivery of health care services.
And, at Kentucky Blue Cross and Blue Shield we
keep our own operating expenses among the lowest
of all organizations in the7prepaid health care field.
In the struggle against high health care costs, we're
on your side.

Kentucky BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rd., Louisville, Kentucky 40205
Without obligation. send Blue Crossand Blue

Shield information (Check -all items that apply.)
Name (Mr.)(Mrs.)(Miss)
Address
Occupation

City

Zip'""

Employed By(Company name)
(Company address)
Circle Age Category: 18-24 25-39 40-64 65 or over
tarn: DGetting married
A College student
MLT.6112
'DI am presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested in
improving my benefits. My Certificate No.
DI am interested in forming an Employee uroup.(b or more
emp oyaLsr
•
•
Hosp.tal Assoc,al.on I Naikansi Assovai,on ol Btu*
Sires Plans
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J.C. Snead Takes Top
Money In Philly Tourney
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11-1 Road Trip Powers Reds To
Top Of National League In West
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By KEN RAPPOPORT . game in the last five.
San Diego from behind. The
Associated Press Sports Writer
Clemente's poke broke a 4-4
There's no place like home— tie, then the star right fielder Padres, down 3-1 going into the
ninth inning tied the game on
except if you're the Cincinnati singled home the Pirates'
final
Reds. Then it doesn't matter run in the ninth. Pittsburgh consecutive home runs by Nate
Colbert and Larry Stahl.
where you play.
overcame three Los Angeles
Bill Hands pitched a five-hit"I really can't explain our re- homers, including inside-theBy RALPH BERNSTEIN
ter as Chicago dealt San Francent success on the road," says park shots by Manny Mota and
cisco a record eighth-straight Associated Press Sports Writer
Cincinnati Manager Sparky An- Willie Davis.
PHILAISELPHIA (AP) —
defeat—and made Juan Mariderson. "We're just playing so
Cesar Cedeno drove in three chal a 10-game loser—in the J.C. Snead gets a little testy
well now that we'd win any- runs, including two on a home
opener of their doubleheader. It when you bring up the fact that
where, home or away."
run in a decisive three-run sev- was the first time that the Gi- he's the nephew of veteran golfHe's not kidding. The Nation- enth, to pace Houston past New
ants had dropped eight in a row ing great Sam Snead.
al League's king of the road York for the sagging Mets'
The subject came up again
since they moved West from
showed a fancy 11-1 record on fourth lass in five games.
Sunday after J. C. won the $30,New York in 1958.
their just-completed trip. The
Steve Carlton scattered eight
Fran Healy's double and 000 first prize in the $150,000
ultra-successful swing powered hits, pitching Philadelphia over rookie
Darnaso Blanco's run- IVB Philadelphia Golf Classic.
the Reds to the top of the West. Atlanta as the Phillies scored scoring
Someone asked J. C. if he felt
single keyed a two-run
Cincinnati began the trip May the winning run on a wild pitch
sixth and Ron Bryant pitched a he played in the Shadow of
29 in Houston, three games off in the fourth inning. Phila- five-hitter as
San Francisco Uncle Sam, who won every mathe pace in third place. Coupled delphia broke a scoreless tie won the second game.
jor golf title but the U.S. Open.
with Los Angeles' 7-5 loss to the with two runs in the inning, one
"I don't care what they say,"
Pittsburgh Pirates Sunday, the coming on Tim McCarver's
J. C. snapped. "I won. I beat
Reds improved their first-place single and the other when Willeverybody who was here."
margin to one game over the ie Montanez raced home from
That he did. Snead shot an
Dodgers.
third on Ron Reed%s wild pitch.
unspectacular fourth round par
Coincidentally, the Pirates'
Derrell Thomas' run-scoring
36-36-72 over the 6,708-yard
victory cut into New York's single in the 10th inning pulled
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Whiternarsh Valley Country
— lead-2s the Metrteopped to a
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Club for "a 72- hole total of six
BATTING (100 at
bats)—
half-game advantage in the
under par 282. He beat Chi Chi
Stennett, Pgh, .355, Sanguillen,
East by losing 4-2 to the HousPgh, .337.
Rodriguez by one stroke. Snead
ton Astros. Like Cincinnati,
RUNS—Morgan, Cin, 49;
had rounds of 70-71-69-72, and
Bonds, SF, 41.
Pittsburgh has been one of the
RUNS BATTED IN—Stargell,
Rodriguez 71-68-70-74 for a 283.
hottest teams of late—winning
Pgh, 44; Bench, Cm, 44.
Dick fthyan, who had qualiHITS—Brock,
StL,
67;
21 of 26 games.
fied for only four tournaments
By DAVE O'HARA . . A.Oliver, Pgh, 66.
Elsewhere in the National
DOUBLES—Bonds, SF, 14;
League, the Philadelphia Associated Press Sports Writer Fuentes, SF, 13.
.TR44ite€6--Bowa,
SUTTON,
Mass.
AP)
KaPhillies defeated the Atlanta
tour tied with 4.
Braves 3-1; the San Diego thy Ahern, a 23-year-old blonde
HOME RUNS—Bench, Cin,
from
Texas
who
rides
mo15, Stargell, Pgh, 14; Kingman,
whipped
Padres
the St. Louis
SF, 14.
Cardinals 4-3 in 10 innings and torcycles for fun and plays golf
STOLEN
BASES—Morgan,
the Chicago Cubs beat San for a living, putted happily all Cm, 21; Brock, StL, 18.
PITCHING (5 Decisions)—
Francisco 4-0 in the first game the way to -the bank today as Nolan,
Cm, 81, .888, 2.18; Sut
National League
of a doubleheader before drop- the 1972 Eve Ladies PGA ton, LA, 81, .888, 1.25
East
champion.
STRIKEOUTS—Carlton, Phi,
ping the nightcap 3-1.
W. L. Pct. GB
122;
74
Seaver,
NY,
Miss
Ahern
broke
out
of
the
Cincinnati spanked 16 hits,
New York
33 17 660 —
pack
with
a
flock
Pittsburgh
of
birdies
and
32
17 653
v2
scoring often and early to beat
Chicago
27 21
563 5
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Montreal. It's been their cus- won the title Sunday with a sizSt Louis
22 29 431 111
/
2
BATTING
(100
at
bats)—Pi20 28 417 12
tom on this I2-game trip, where zling final round 69 and a 72- niella, KC, .328; D.Allen, Chi, Montreal
Philadelphia
20 30 400 13
the Reds averaged almost.' hole total of one-over par 293 at .327.
West
RUNS—Harper, Bsn, 35; To
Pleasant Valley Country Club.
seven runs a game.
Cincinnati
31 19 620 —
var, Min, 33.
"I've
been
averaging
Los
Angeles
about
31 21 .596 1
. RUNS BATTED IN—D.Allen,
The hitting display made it
Houston
29 22 .569 2/
1
2
40; R.Jackson, Oak, 35.
easy for ace Gary Nolan, who 35 putts a round, but I only Chi,
Atlanta
23
26 .469 7/
1
2
HITS—Alomar, Cal, 63; Pi San Diego
17 34 .333 14/
won his eighth victory in nine needed 27 out here today," she niella, KC, 62.
1
2
Francisco 18 39 .316 16/
1
2
DOUBLES—Rudi, Oak, 14; San
decisions this season with a said after collecting a check for
Saturday's Results
;7,500 for her six-stroke victory D.Allen, Chi, 11; Piniella, KC,
dazzling three-hitter. ,
New York 5, Houston 3
11; Randle, Tex, 11,
CrUcago 4, San Francisco 2
TRIPLES—McCraw, Cle, 4;
Johnny Bench, the heart of over local favorite Janie BlaAtlanta IS, Philadelphia 3
Rudi, Oak, 4.
the Cincinnati power, drilled lock.
Los
Angeles 2, Pittsburgh 1
HOME
RUNS—R.Jackson,
After losing a one-stroke lead
St. Louis 5, San Diego 2
four hits and knocked in three
Oak, 12; D.Allen, Chi, 11.
Cincinnati
at Montreal, rain
STOLEN
BASES—D.NeWon,
runs to give him 44 RBIs for with a bogey on the 56th hole,
Sunday's Results
Tex, 18; P.Kelly, Chi, 14..
she
birdied
five
of
the
next
sevPhiladelphia 3, Atlanta 1
the yehr.
PITCHING (5 Decisions)—
Cincinnati 11, Montreal 1
The Pirates rode Roberto Cle- en holes and was a runaway Kaat, Min, 71, .875, 2.12; FinHouston 4, New York 2
winner.
gers, 0a5-1, .833, 2.25.
mente's two-run homer in the
San Diego 4, St Louis 3. 10
STRIK
UTS—Lolich,
Det,
Marlene
Hagge
and
Sharon
innings
seventh to victory over the
86; G.Per
82.
Pittsburgh 7, Los Angeles 5
_
Dodgers, who lost their third Miller tied for third with 30Is.
Chicago 4 1, San Francisco 0-

Major League
Leaders

•

Kathy Ahern
Wins Eve Golf

Standings

this year, finished in a tie for
third with Jim Jamieson, leader of the first two rounds. Each
had 285, with Rhyan shooting a
two under par 70 and Jamieson
a one over 73 in the final round.
Then came 1969 champion Dave
Hill at 286, Hubert Green,
Homero Blancas and Bob Murphy at 287; Art Wall and Gay
Brewer at 288, and Tony Jacklin and Jerry Heard at 290. Defending champion Tom Weiskopf finished tied for 16th at
293, while,,Gary Player was
grouped at 295, tied for 23rd.
J. C. admitted that his uncle
Sam has helped him considerably with his game and that they
play a lot together. He tries to
play the game Sam's way, get
on the green in two and two
putt. It is obvious, however,
that J. C. is a little tired of the
constant nephew reference.
"It ( being Sam's nephew)
doesn't help ip so far as making money is concerned," he
noted. -They don't roll over because my name is Snead."
Snead went to the 18th ( 72nd
-41 str.uke-aud
1 ding
took a bogey five after hitting
his tee shot in a bunker, chipping short of the green, getting
on in three and two putting.
Rodriguez only had to par the
final hole to force a sudden
death playoff. The 36year-old
Chi Chi hit his second shot over
the green into the gallery, however, chipped back and took
two putts for a bogey that cost
him a shot at the ;30,000.
"It's bad to bogey the last
hole whether its for first or second place," J. C. said. "It
leaves a bad taste in your
mouth. You ask yourself 'did I
choke?' I almost feel like Chi
Chi gave me the tournament."
Rodriguez was disappointed,
but chipper as usual, after his
defeat. He observed rather
cryptically, "Did J. C. tell you
that six years ago he worked
for me for $200 a month. Today
he beat me out of $13,000. Some
difference."

Murray Loses Two Of
1
Three In Weekend Play
fensive. Thompson, who has
tie the game at six apiece.
By MIKE BRANDON
won both of the Murray games
Rayburn came in and allowed
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
this season, allowed only four a single to Rasche. A balk and a
A solid relief performance by hits while fanning six and sacrafice moved the runner to
Dan Thompson Saturday night issuing five passes.
ftror
himd.leH
ftugfiheelds tw
o a orcktoed
all
boosted the Murray American
Friday night Murray pounded
work
!eft
Legion to a 7-6 win at Union City Paducah
southpaw
Bill handed swinger Harry Luton4
and enabled the locals to Sacharnoski for five runs in the Luton hit the third pitch
salvage one of three weekend fourth and added one in the fifth Hughes into left for the game'
encounters. Friday night to carry a 6-4 lead into the winning single.
a bottom of the seventh. Dean
dropped
Murray
Willis pitched six full innings
doubleheader at Paducah.
Willis, who had pitched a fine and was charged with three
David Hughes started on the game for Murray, was touched earned runs while fanning five
mound Saturday at Union City for a single by Champ Webb. and passing two. Rayburn, who
and was blasted for five runs Don Bock then followed with a faced only one man, took the
and five hits in the first inning. 380 foot homer to right center to loss. Hughes and Rayburn led
Thompson came in and pitched
the Murray attack with three
the final eight innings, working
hits each while Cathey had two;
with only two full days of rest,
hits and three RBI's. Alexanded
and allowed one Union City run
and Crouch
ouch both picked up:
.t
in the eighth inning.
singles.
Murray scored twice in the
und
fourth inning on hits_ by _David
into!
Thompson.
Alexander and Dan
the bottom of the Paducah fifth.
Three walks, a hit and two
After two men were out and one
errors produced the tying runs
man was one base, Paducah
in the sixth inning.
exploded for nine runs and the
It appeared that a throwing
äiWëWás caWed after the Oun
WESTERN GAILES,Scotland
error in the eighth inning that (API
was
ran to 13-2 because of the;
— Jean Crawford of New
let the lead run come in for York, captain
of the United ten run rule.
Union City would cost Murray
Gibbs started on the mound;
States Curtis Cup women's golf
its third straight loss. But
team, had warned: "The Brit- and was charged with the loss.
Johnny Rayburn led off the
ish players are good, hard driv- Robinson and Crouch also
ninth with a solo shot over the
pitched in the game. Murray;
ers and it won't be easy."
left field fence and one out later
She was right. It wasn't—al- had only two hits, a two nui:
TtirMrlinktrratttertla
though the Americans mana
—ger`-double:by David Al4aacandwr-asse
pitch over the fence and Murray
to come away with a 10-8 victo- ksingle by Rayburn.
managed to snatch victory from
The three weekend en .
ry Saturday.
the jaws of defeat.
After halving the morning counters now leaves Murray
David Alexander led the foursomes,
the Americans with 2-3 mark for the season and
hitting for Murray with four hits
needed just two victories in six for the Kenn-Tenn League. Tba
in five trips to the plate.
afternoon singles to ensure re- locals will be in action again
Rayburn and Thompson each
tention of the trophy they won Wednesday night at Union City
had two hits while Cathey's
two years ago at West Newton, for a 7:30 p.m.. battle.
homer rounded out the of7 Mass.
The seven-woman U.S. squad
did it the hard way, losing
three of the first four singles as
the British side swept back to
tie at 8-8.
But Laney Smith of Snyder,
The Summer bowling league N.Y., got a vital 3-and-2 victory
. . For information
for women will begin Monday, over Diane Frearson, then Beth
leading to any person who
June 12, 7:00 p.m. at Corvette Barry of Mobile, Ala., made
will buy a new or used
Lanes.
the final tally, beating Kathryn
mobile home from me,Ray
The morning league will Phillips by the same score.
Gustafson, Green Acres
begin Thursday, June 15 at 9:00
The United States has now
Mobile Homes, Inc.
a.m.
won the Curtis Cup 13 times
Hwy.71E: Paris, TenAnyone interested in bowling since it was first presented in
please attend the meeting 1932, with Britain taking the
Phone 911140-a2'7l
Monday, June 12 at 6130 p.m. or trophy twice and two matches
46-25tc
phone 753-2202.
halved.

Americans
Manage 10-8 mTheay traindiingeo4r:- fo
Curtis Win

$25.00
REWARD

Summer Bowling
To Begin

3

‘IV A01%
c
fNtw*Bilbrey's*
will be closed all day
Tuesday, June 13
to prepare for the . . .

Final Markdown
Reopens
Wednesday, June 14
For Our

Final Close Out Sale!
D'
205
:lue
10()T

er

Plenty of Merchandise Still To Be Sold
Don't Miss Out On These Great Savings

Bilbrey's

12
ed ir

yebsl

210 E. Main

Phone 753-5617

Monday's Games
New York (Gentry 5-4) at Atlanta (Niekro 7-5), night.
Montreal (SToneman 5-51 at
Houston (Reuss 3 5), night.
Los Angeles (Singer 3-6) at
St Louis (Cleveland 5-5), night.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco at Pittsburgh,
night
San Diego at Chicago
Los- Angeles at St. Louis,
night
New York at Atlanta, night
Philadelphia at Cincinnati. 2,
twi night
Montreal at Houston, night

AN EXTRAORDINARY VACATION
Needs Extraordinary Money Management

American League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Detroit
26 21 553 —
Ball,more
25 22 532 1
Cleveland
22 23 Or 3
Boston
20 24 455 4/
1
2
New York
20 28 417 6'2
Milwaukee
(6 29 356 9
West
Oakland
33 14 707
30 18 615 3'2
Chicago
Minnesota
26 19 .578 6
California
73 27 .460 It,
2
Kansas City
21 27 .438 122
Texas
20 30 400 14',
Saturday's Results
Cleveland 4. Minnesota
Chicago 6. Milwaukee
California 7. Boston 3
Baltimore 5, Texas 2
New York 8, Kansas C•t;
Oakland 5, Detroit 2
Sunday's Results
Chicago 6 5, Milwaukee i.4
Boston 8, California 4
Minnesota 5, Cleveland I
KansaS City 1, h.ig• w York 0
Baltimore 3, TeTas 1
Detroit 3, Oakland 2
Monday's Games
Detroit (Niekro 1 1) at Min'
nesota (Perry 4 6), night
Milwaukee (Parsons 62) at
Texas (Broberg 4 4), night
Baltimore (Dobson 661 at
Oakland, (Blue 02), night
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore at Oakland, night
Cleveland at California, night
Detroit at Minnesota. night
Milwaukee at Texas. night
Chicago at New York. n,qht
Kansas City at Boston, night
(more)

Traveler's Checks from Peoples Bank
provides you this needed management!

John Howard Wins
100-Kilometer Race
LAKE LUZERNE, N.Y AP)
— Pan-American Games gold
medal Winner John Howard of
Springfield, Mo., won the 100"
kilometer opener Sunday in the
week-long series of races leading to the selection of the U.S.
Olympic bicycle team
Howard crossed the finish
line of the arduous hill course
in a sprint-finish timed at
2:34:58.0, two-fifths of a second
ahead of Ken Kelley of Berkley, Calif.
Ron.-. Skarin of Los Angeles
was third.

MURRAY

/

KY.

Member of F.D.I.C.
Three Convenient Locations

Main Branch
500 Main

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

KATHLEEN NEUMEYER
It IS ANGELES (UPI) —
Frances Drake
Bernard Gelbort earns fees up
to $2 million for planning the
interior decorating for, the
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 13, 1972
Palm Beach and Southampton
homes of wealthy clients. But
Routine
matters
should run he says taste and money don't
Look in the secuun in which
r.
your birthday comes and find smoothly now, Be tactfully necessarily go
'"I'aste is f
t 7r\tore
what your outlook is, according persuasive in dealing with
Fkrrtatlf,.. he adds. "A young
others; enthused over new
to the stars.
interests, inspired to complete married couple with, say,
ARIES
$1,000 to spend on the furunfinished projects.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
nishingsfor a whole apartment
can achieve a very smart effect
Be careful not to provoke PISCES
with taste and simplicity. You
others in business or social (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Stellar influences indicate don't have to spend a lot of
gatherings. You may detect
flaws in the reasoning of some, more freedom of movement but money.
"Color is the most imbut speak sparingly — and only caution against going out on the
proverbial limb. Be tactful in all portant element. You need to
where it will HELP.
choose colors you can live with
approaches.
day in and day out." He says
TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY are soft shades such as beige and
Apr. 21 to May 21) t•StW
.
white, are often very restful.
Stand pat on decisions once intellectually inclined, arGelbort recommends that no
carefully made. Resist temp- ticulate in speech, often matter how limited the budget,
brilliant
in
tactics
and
tations to "forget" promises,
an interior decorator be
make spur-of-the-moment organization. You have a lively contacted, if only for an hour's
imagination
and an intense love consultation.
changes. Soine good news in the
of life and all living creatures.
"Of course, you can't go to
offing.
Outstanding, also, are your the most expensive decorator,
moiftfr integrity, generosity and because they're too snobbish,"
versaty-- tho__iattPr.hting he said.
(May 22 to June 21) a`
Mercury, in fine position, now you for any number of highly ----1115TrThr,rdat,'4-- -*stimulates your talents. With interesting vocations. As a decorator who specializes in
the will, you can defeat big reporter, editor or novel writer, $40,000 or 950,000 houses.
an hour's consultation
odds, create new devices, you could be a shining success, and
and you could excel in any woul!:l probably cost about
methods. USE your skills.
branch of the theater — as $35.
If a couple prefers modern
CANEER--.4teterr-slieeetos, playwright
yles,-they eiyArld look-for a
producer. You have fine designer they know specializes
t June 22 to „July 23) ..
Do not make changes just for creative ability and a love Of in that field, he cautions.
the sake of change. But do make color — especially in dress.
"I wouldn't be able to help
them where they will bring Your love of colorful uniforms someone who wanted chrome
improvement. You will have may even lead you into the and glass," he says, "Because
detours but, remember, your military, though you abhor war. that just isn't my thing. I like
goals are still there.
You are a born poet and antiques.
Gelbort says young couples
musician — may follow either
LEO
avocationally. Birthdate of: with taste who frequent
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
U.S. Gen'l. Winfield Scott; Wm. auctions can often pick up
pieces for $40 or $50 which
With fine planetary in- Butler Yeats, Irish author.
will be worth $1,000 in 15
fluences, you should feel ready
years.
for big doings. This must in"The old craftsmen are
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
clude a myriad of span details,
FOR 1977 -- including a detailed day
gone, and food objects d'art
by day forecast, Complete guide to
handled capably. Don't forget, !rive
are becoming scarcer and
and marriage, and a corn
Drehensiye character analysis —
they ARE part of the picture.
scarcer," he says.
now ara,lacite For your personal
"Within 35 years only theforecast, send Si 03 PluS 75 cents in
VIRGO
coin tor postage and handling to this
very wealthy will be able to
newspaper. care of Horoscope Book
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
afford antique furniture and
Department, Boa 171. Old Chelsea
Station, New York. N `I 10011 Print
A better day than you may
very fine objects of art," he
your NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP. and
realize. Go slowly if you must, DATE OF BIRTH
says, "And I'm not "talking
but surely — in order to gain
ground and overcome "usual"
obstacles — with the purpose of
eliminating them completely.

eril

WOW NM -MGT

OLDEST HOUSE-Morgan Row in Harrodsburg.
Kentucky's oldest complete row house, fronts an entire
block of Soutsi Chiles Street. A row house consists of
several units under one roof, separated by firewalls but
connected by passageways. During its long history
organ. ITO-Vv-s gambling house and inn. The north unit has been
restored by the Harrodsburg Historical Society and is
- open to the public as a museum.

1

Morgan Row Is Oldest
Row House In Kentucky

Farm Award
Is Given To
Mrs. Gossage
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Mrs.
Bonnie
Burks
Gossage,
associate editor of The SentinelNews, Shelbyville, has been
selected as the 1972 recipient of
Kentucky Farm Bureau's
communications award to a
writer.
The
award is presented
annually to a writer who has
made an outstanding contribution toward improvement
of farm-city relations in Kentucky. Mrs. Gossage is the 13th
recipient of the award. A
similar award is presented each
year to a broadcaster.
The announcement of the
award was made in Louisville
;by Kentucky Farm Bureau
Executive Secretary John W.
Koon, who praised Mrs.
Gossage's "forward-looking
reporting on the farming industry in Shelby County.
"Mrs. Gossage exhibited
remarkable..insight into the
• N interests and activities of rural
Shelby C,ountians, young and
old, " Koon said. 'Through
considerable personal initiative
and hard work, her week-toweek reporting of the local farm
scene and its emphasis on
family involvement more than
merits her recognition by Farm
Bureau."
Mrs.
Gossage's
rural
background is extensive, as she
was reared on a small farm,
was active in 4-H as a youngster
and includes in her work experience a year with the
University of Kentucky's
Louisville Area Extension
Office.
She is a 1963 graduate of
Shelby County High and in 1968
graduated from UK with a
major in political science and a
minor in journalism. She
worked for two years as an
advertising promotion writer
for U.S. News and World
Report, Washington, D.C., and
seryed for six months as editor
of The Ohio County Times,
, Hartford, fCy.
— Mrs. Gossage returned to
Shelby County in 1970, first as
managing editor of The Shelby
News then as associate editor
of The Sentinel-News when two
Shelby County weeklies merged
last February to form a bi▪
weekly.,
She is a five-year member of
"the National Junior Horticulture Assn., and served as
-- national president of the 5,0*.
niiffiber organizatiorrlw 1986,

passageways, which have since
been closed off.

about people with $300,000 or
$400,000 homes. I'm talking
about people like Onassis.
Gelbort says a couple with a
limited budget shouldn't blow
it all on one major piece.
"They need a couple of
comfortable chairs to sit in,
and then they can add some
good pieces," he says.
"They can add a lot of
warmth with books. Just a
simple plank bookcase filled
with books can have a very
warm effect.
"The two cheapest and
simplest
elements
in
decorating, which can add
great effect, are books and
plants."
Houseplants fill up space
and have an attractive appearance, according
to
Gelbort.
He has been an avid antique

23) At_r1

wer

• g.

collector himself since he was a
student at the Chicago Art
Institute, beginning his
collection with a Chinese USW
from the Iran dynasty.
"Actually I bought it for a
lamp. I really didn't know
what I was getting.
"Some people collect guns. I
collect antiques. I wish they
would start an Antique Buyers
Anonymous, because I'know I
can't control myself.
"At auctions when the
prices keep going up. I resent
other people for bidding
against me.
Gelbort has acquired several
hundred fine examples of
Chinese dynastic antiquities
from the H'an dynasties, and
18th Century Persian and
Japanese ceramics.
Mostly, he keeps them for
his own pleasure "but one
horrible woman came in and

saw them, and now she wants
to buy them."
"I'm hysterical, because of
comae I want the money. but I
don't want to part with them,"
he says.
"Eight years ago when I
opened the anticre shop, I
brought in a big T ang horse ti,
dress up the place and put a
big price on it so it wouldn't
sell.
"While I was away,
someone bought it. I made a
big profit on it, but it would be
worth much more today."
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IF YOU GROW

SOYBEANS IN THIS COUNTY
Oa*46
moemsatt

1111
trolled when you apply LOROX
preemergence. And you pay as
little as $2 per acre for LOROX
banded on a silt loam soil with
2% organic matter. Broadcast
treatment costs about $6.
It comes in two formulations
too—LOROX for spray use or
LOROX "G" for granular application.

In LOROX country, soils average 1% to 4% organic matter;
and that's where Du Pont
LOROX linuron weed killer outperforms other soybean herbicides.-It controls annual broadleaf weeds and grasses at least
cost.
Weeds such as pigweed, buttonweed (velvetleaf),,foxtail.
Pambsquarters, crabgrass, and
fall panicum are easily con-

.12

This type of construction was
more common in the eastern
colonies than west of the
Allegheny Mountains, because
extensive properties were more
prevalent in the East,and it was
easier for a landlord to oversee
his building if everything was
connected.
Under the management of
John G. Chiles,, Mor,gan's sonLIBRA
in-law, Morgan faiw served as a
( Sept. 24 to Oct.
stagecoach station, a public
Common sense and a
tavern and gambling house,and philosophical attitude will help
an inn. It came to be known as
you through this somewhat
Chiles Tavern,and its operation mixed day. Don't disrupt
proved so profitable that a fifth schedule to indulge in frivolity.
unit was added during the Modernize methods; think
1830's.
progressively.
It was this unit of Morgan
Row, at the north end'of the SCORPIO
street, that the Harrodsburg (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
If you feel people or events
Historical Society purchased in
1964. Of the other units, two have let you down somewhat,
have been combined to house reflect on the benefits you
the Harrodsburg public library HAVE received — especially
and two others are headquar- the unexpected ones. This is a
ters for private businesses—a day in which to set things in
law office and a real estate perspective.
office.
The historical society has SAGITTARIUS
restored its unit as nearly as (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
possible to the condition it knew
Avoid extremes now. There's
in the 1800's and it now serves as a tendency to make mountains
a civic center and a museum of molehills, to lose control of
open to the public, and the temper, emotions generally.
Forewarned is forearmed!
society's headquarters.
Legends abound concerning
the doings at Chiles Tavers. CAPRICORN
One is of a long-running poker ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
game that lasted for 40 years
If on schedule, performing at
without a break. Players would your best, this should be a
come and go, but there'd happy day because fine rewards
always be 'someone waiting to are indicated for the steady,
efficient DO-ER.
take a place at the table.
Another tale has it that Chiles AQUARIUS
was always so tired out by the (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "•••••
day's activities—danees,
political
celebrations,
stagecoach service—that he
In.
ewes!,
never counted the day's
receipts. Just swept them into
his hat.
Z
A part from its colorful past,
by Mr. Lawn Mower Safety
Morgan Row is interesting from
an architectural standpoint. It
contains the earliest built-in
Trim That Lawn
sideboard on display in Kentucky; original Carpenter locks NEW YORK (ED)—The green(found only in bits and pieces in er-than-thou season is upon us
Mercer and adjoining counties) again. Everyone wants hts yard
to be a showcase: beautiful flowon the original nine-panel ers,
no crabgrass, properly manidoors; original mantels; hand- cured lawn. Even if your neighwaxed, original random-width bor does have prize-winning
ash floors) hand-wrought iron tulips, and you can barely get a
crocus to bloom, don't despair. A
lighting fixtures; unusual
neatly-trimmed lawn also can be
copper gutter boxes, and a source of satisfaction. Only
Kentucky-pattern brick trouble is, who wants to spend
most of the week-end mowing the
hearths.
lawn when he could be Out on the
In addition, many interesting golf course?
displays are housed in the' Your power mower will shortyour work time, but remember
museum portion of the north en
to follow the safety rules in your
unit: a Chesti4 Harding por- owner's manual. One of the most
trait of Daniel Boone painted in important things to remember is
1819; various items that never to leave the mower running, even for a minute, if you
belonged to James Harrod, must
leave it. Children have a
founder of Harrodsburg, and way of appearing from nowhere
—
perhaps
the sound lures them.
Daniel Boone; examples of
early glass, china and silver, In fact, before you begin, clear
children and pets out of the yard.
and displays from the early Prepare your yard
for mowing
schools and colleges of Mercer by getting rid of sticks, bottles,
stones—any
debris which might
County.
caught, and thrown, by the
Morgan Row House is open to get
blades. When you start the mathe public I to 5 p.m. from June chine, keep your feet away from
1 through Labor Day, except the blade,.., and always disengage clutches and shift into neuI O.: • • Admission in
Tritt isetnrr -startive-the-earrine..,
adults, 75 cents for students 12 For other safety tips, and anyears of agelod over, and 50 swers to any questions you may
cents for children under 12. The have about power mowers, contact your local
— he's
phone number for further in- Mr. fawn Mower retailer
Safety in your
lay-Malicia-is-f806)...731-41a _
neighborhood.
-
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Taste, not money, measures decor

Your Individual Horoscope

It's one long house that extends an entire block on
Harrodsburg's South Chiles
Street, and it's the oldest
complete row house in Kentucky.
Built by Joseph Morgan soon
after 1800, it originally consisted of four units under one
roof separated by firewalls
extended from the ground to
high above the roof. The units
were
connected
by
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With any charniCal, follow labeling insiructionS and warnings Carefully.

See us for your supply of LOROX today.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
W. Railroad Ave.

Phone 753-1933

OUTS FOR 111121Ili

N. Will Be Pleased
With A Famous

Free
Gift
Wrapping

Color Guided

TIE

350

For His Evening Relaxation
Permanent Press

SPECIAL

PAJAMAS
Polyester Cotton Blends.
Solids and Fancies
in Various Colors
Sizes A. B. C, D.

399
499

NM ROBES
Permanent Press
Handsome Stripes and
Neat Geometric Patterns

ADAM
STRAWS

599

Remember Him With
Comfortable

HOUSE SHOES
Corduroy in Brown or Green. Foam Crepe
Soles.Terry Cloth Lined
Sizes 655 to 12,

399

Good selection of shapes
and colorful blends to
• please Dad on his special
Day

4-A

FRUIT OF THE LOON1
ciNCONOttiOkiALLY

Our Best Quality
with DACRON

KNIT DRESS SHIRTS
Handsomely Fashioned
XARSDU,Knits Assuring
"Neve as you do comfort"

499

Brown with Tricot Lining. Cushioned(rep..
Soles. Sizes 7-I 2.

399 t

Give Him

DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
Perfect For Dress or Sport!
In latest styles of Solids and Patterns,
100% POLYESTER
Specially Priced for Dad!

12 '15
_ Chansalrom Many Others

Wear Them Year Around

UNDERWEAR
Ts. Shirts
Wrinkle-free, fits better.
Fully cut. White in sizes
S.111,L.X L.'

DRESS SHIRTS
Permanent Pres., Polyester Cotton Blends

she. OPERA Style
HOUSE
SLIPPERS

GOLDEN

FRurrOHRE

Popular FRUIT OFME LOOMWhite on White

299

Reg. $5
and $6

Others to '20

Briefs
Firm, gentle support. Double thick seat. Wide, heat
resistant elastic waist. White
in sizes S,M,L.X L.r50% Dacron Polyester.
50% Colton

Pkg. of

3 295

LEFiMANS
Your ra'ther's
Day Gift
master charge
BANKAMERICARO
.01
C4180
arbwm.
Center
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Cardboard village
ridden with poverty

wants
use of
.but 1
them,''

TIJUANA, Mexico — The
day begins at 2 a.m. in the river
bottom while the deep Mexican
night wraps peacefully around
the houses of the more fortunate Tijuanaris.
Kerosene lamps sputter into
trembling flame in one cardboard house after another and
shadowy forms move quietly
through the chill dark toward
the massive pillars of the concrete bridge.
Down the dirt paths, worn
hard and smooth by hundreds
of feet, through the rows of
cardboard houses, past the
dump of communal privies,
the dark shadows move.
Cartolandia. The cardboard
village. A bleak community of
paper houses and lost hopes
huddled in the bottom of a dry
river that runs north. But for
the people it leads nowhere.
The heart of the village is the
iljuana River bottom, bounded
on the north by a woven wire
fence with a thick coil of barbed
wire snaking along its top. The
international border.
To the south is the soaring
structure of the bridge leading
from the border gates to the

hen l
P 1
rse to
put a
ouldn't
away,
made a
ould be

r."

heart of downtown Iljuana,
whose tall buildings and blazing neon signs can be seen just
a few blocks to the southwest.
To the east are the long lines
of cars waiting to clear border
inspection gates, and that golden country "al otro lado," on
the other side.
To the west are the teeming
northwest neighborhoods of IIjuana and the dusty hills that
stand between the cardboard
village and del mar, the sea.
Although the ocean is near
enough to smell the salt on the
west wind, the emotional, social and economic barriers of
the cardboard village shut out
the world beyond its boundaries.
The Mexicans call the village
"Cartolandia" because of the
houses constructed of cardboard boxes that shelter its
more than 700 families.
. The day begins and ends in
the paper walls in a daily struggle just to survive.
For them, an extra plastic
bleach bottle of drinking water
is riches. A new dress for a
child or a pair of shoes for a
baby is an exquisite luxury.
Water for Cartolandia must
be hauled in by tank truck or
brought home by the children
from school or other public
places in jars, tin buckets, or
empty plastic bleach bottles.
Women put out long lines of
washing for their large families, scrubbing clothes on metal washboards in washtubs in
John Frazier is a real estate minuscule yards.
agent with wings. His home
A few geraniums potted in
base is Simpsonville, Ky. But on rusty cans, a clump of marisummer weekends he is more golds in earthen pots lined
likely to be studying wind along the outside wall by unconditions at one of Kentucky's covered doors are their garbig lakes than real estate values dens, carefully nurtured by the
water from the constant
in Shelby County.
Frazier is a kite-skier, a role washes.
The women hang the wet
that takes him soaring above
the heads of thousands of people clothes to dry on old bedsprings
every summer, at boat races or on the woven pattern of the
international fence under the
and water-ski shows in Kencoils of barbed wire.
tucky hnd surrounding states.
Bonfires in the yards, harsh,
Now, kite-skiers don't exactly glaring gasoline lanterns
or
abound in Kentucky—Frazier is dim kerosene lamps light the
the only one living there.
homes in Cartolandia,
Except for the kite strapped
Wires carrying electricity to
at his back, he would be a Tijuana don't extend to the
water-skier. When the boat houses under the bridge. They
pulling him reaches a speed of end in blazing neon signs. Or
35-40 mph, his kite lifts him out they power small bulbs illumiif the water, beigintese: an nating the street bazaars a few
ascent that will level off at blocks away, or the houses on
between 125 and 150 feet.
the banks of the river, but not
What put him up in the air in the heart of Cartolandia.
When a clatter of metal on
the first place? Frazier explained that every year the metal knifes through the brisk
Shelby County Boat and Ski air as beer cans emptied by
Club—of which he was and is a loose-spending customers at
member—would put on a water the bar are dumped into a backshow on Guist Creek Lake. door garbage can, the shadows
Henry Stott, a kite-skier from winding through the paths of
Indianapolis, was always the hit the riverbed quicken.
For this is the hour that one is
of the show. Since it cost money
most likely, to find stout, usto bring Stott in every year,
able cardboard boxes behind
Frazier decided he'd learn the the downtown
stores and shiny,
act himself. With Stott's help, metal beer cans behind the
he dioll
raucous taverns and cabareti
Frazier said that the huge kite
Cardboard boxes are the pre(seven feet by seven feet) is cious construction materials of
very sensitive and hard to the riverbed.
X
control, and he tended to
The cartons. ate split open,
overreact to its veerings in the flattened, and'nailed to upright
beginning. "The first time I posts or wired to old bedsprings
went up it was only about 15 to become the walls of houses,
feet, but it was really a thrill." of the river bottom's lone
school, of its churches.
That was six years ago.
Roofs made of boxes are
He'll be flying a lot higher
than that at the second annual weighted down with rocks
Dewey Lake Regatta, at against the winds sweeping
Prestonsburg's Jenny 'Wiley down the river channel.
Beer cans mean money in the
State Resort Park, June 24-25.
pocket and tortillas in makeDuring 'both days of the Norshift kitchen cupboards and jelthem Championship Speeilboa
ly in half-empty jars watched
Races, after the class heats and by wistful, hungry children.
while the outboards are unThings to sell in nearby street
dergoing final tune-ups for the bazaars are fashioned from
marathon race, Frazier will the empty cans — metal flowgive a kite-skiing exhibition.
ers, candelabra, miniature
Frazier says he hopes that his chairs with pincushions for
performance won't be quite as seats. Tourists purchase the
hair-raising as it was at last trinkets avidly and coins drop
into outstretched, dirty hands
year's Dewey Lake Regatta.
"I had flown down to the end of children whose young, careof my run and my driver was free days vanish in the hours of
fixing to turn around and head youthful merchandising.
Fathers watch tensely from
bit* up the lake,"Frazier said.
"About this time,some boats up nearby vantage points as the
ahead decided to cross over to children complete transactions
and the money goes into the
the other side of the lake. This
family treasury.
made some waves which caused
Young girls sell large, bright
my boat to lose-ZIA—Of'speed, flowers artfully created from
and when my rope went slack I strips of crepe paper. Hordes of
started to nosedive.
small children roam the con"I was about a hundred feet crete sidewalks near Cartoup in the air at the time, and landia, begging money or sellwas about five feet from ing chewing gum.
crashing when my driver
The clock in the thick, square
regained his speed and the kite tower of the cathedral tolls the
pulled out of the dive". Frazier predawn hour of rising.
had drifted close to the bank
A man stumbles through the
and might have landed there streets. He coughs and blood
instead of in the water.
stains the sidewalk. Early old
It has been somewhat age and tuberculosis take their
facetiously suggested that the toll.
halftimes at football games are
He has seen polio sweep
made
dull by design, so through the cardboard shacks
spectatoes will visit the con- leaving children crippled in its
cession stands. When John wake.
Frazier performs—with_Or
He has watched the high In-without nosedives—the con- tint toll in summer wlien dell=
cessionaires sit back and watch dration takes its tragic toll.
along with everyone else.
Nursing mothers lose strength
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in the shimmering heat of the
thin-walled shacks and there
isn't enough milk for the
babies, who dehydrate into
emaciated little creatures with
dull eyes and whimpering
cries.
The sun comes up. Cars
speed along the highway edging the east and north boundaries of the village.
A woman lights a burner on a
gleaming, white enamel apartment-size stove esconced on
wooden blocks under a makeshift shelter outside the cardboard house.
The day wears on in Cartolandia. The sun moves below
the hills between the river bottom and the sea. Soon it will be
night.

German castle like a hotel
By GORDON IRVING
Copley News Service
HEIDELBERG , Germany —
Life as it was lived in the Middle Ages in Europe is being revived for thousands of vacationers who decide to explore
the castles and palaces of Germany.
"Many of these buildings are
still private property, but a
large number have now been
adapted as comfortable hotels
or hostels," said an official of
the German Castle Hotels
Association. "An increasing
quota of tourists Want to spend
part of their vacation in a
genuine old German castle."
Nowhere in Europe will you
find as many castles and
palaces as in the Germanspeaking area.
There are about 21,000 of
them, in fact, the majority in

staufen dynasty, between 1138 Dirge mountains. As a castle
hotel it provides rooms and
and 1254.
In the 19th Century many of food and wine in an internationthese medieval relics were al class.
The Burghotel Schnellentransformed into picturesque
castles set in romantic moun- berg, the largest high-altitude
castle in Westphalia, dating to
tain settings.
The thousands of German the year 1225, has today some
palaces really merit the de- 40 bedrooms with baths and
scription "palatial." The great showers, and a special towerera of palace-building here be- apartment. At Oberwesel there
gan in the mid-16th Century. is a 1,000-year-old knight's
The princes of the baroque pe- castle, overlooking the Rhine,
riod indulged in many architec- while high above the Altmuhl
Valley you can live in the Burgtural fancies.
hotel Schloss Eggersberg, once
King Ludwig the Second of
a hunting castle owned by
Bavaria had great enthusiasm
Bavarian dukes and first menfor building palaces. Those at
tioned in the 19th Century.
Neuschwanstein and LinderVacationers with an interest
hof,and the uncompleted one at
in history will find much to
Herrenchiernsee, are the last
intrigue them at the castle of
links in a chain of royal resiZappenburg, built in 1334.
dences covering more than
Because of its romantic
1,000 years.
forest in the Reinhardswald, it
As you drive or sail through
is popularly known as The
the Rhineland, you find that the
Sleeping Beauty's Castle, and
Germans have gone to great
has links with the brothers
trouble to preserve the many
Grimm, of folklore arid fairyromantic ruined castles along
tale fame.
the river as well as the onetime
The castle, now modernized,
gay elegance of the palaces.
was destroyed early in the 15th
At Godesburg, you can spend
Century and rebuilt two
the night in a castle built in 1210
decades later.
A.D. by Dietrich von Hengebach, archbishop of Cologne.
At Jag.sthausen, in the Jagst
It is the most northerly high-al- Ville*, tail- find --a--medieval
-Mode castle in-Europa,and of,.6,gastle_surrounded by woods
fers fine vistas of the Siebenge- and meadows. (WTI-Air ten
-

the Federal Republic of Germany.
Some of the most ancient
ones are perched di77ily on
steep rocky pinnacles. Others
are castles with moats, down in
the flatlands. Others, again,
are princely looking mansions
standing in spacious grounds.
History comes to life when
you make a stay in a German
castle. Every castle is an original structure, and all have a
family history.
The mootern-day holidaymaker can live and dine in
luxury in a room where, without a doubt, ancient knights
and their retinues lived together in small space and
frugal comfort.
For more than five centuries,
from 800 to 1400 A.D., kings,
princes and nobles made the
fortified German castle their
home.
Between the 9th and 11th centuries, emperors and kings
built their own castles and
palaces, and lived in them with
their court retinues.

Stars still guide
world travelers
NEW YORK (UN) —
Many travelers still rely on the
stars to help chart their eourses
through unfamiliar territory.
These stars, however, are
used by two authoritative
guide books to rate hotels and
restaurants in the United
States and Europe.
The Mobil Travel Guide to
the continental United States
bestows one to five stars on the
iarious establishments rated
while France's prestigious
Michelin Red book uses onejp
three stars. Ratings are based
on the findings of anonymous
inspection teams as well as
reports from users of the
popular guides.
More
than
24.000
establishments are rated in the
1972 edition of the Mobil
guide Iokn, published in
6even regional issues and sold
singly or as a set. Only 36 —
12 resorts, 11 restaurants, 10
hotels and three motels —
were awarded the top accolade.
California leads with eight
five-starred facilities, followed
by New York with six, Florida
with five and Ohio with four.
The list includes:
Hotels: Century Plaza, Los
Angeles; Fairmont, San
Francisco; Ls Quints, Palm
Desert, and Santa Barbara
Biltmore, Santa Barbara, all
California; Carlyle and Pierre,
New York City; Ceasar's
Palace, Lai %as, Nev.;
Madison, Washington, D.C.;
Doral-on-the Beach. Miami
Beach, Fla.; and Broadmoor,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Resorts: Arizona Biltmore,
Phoenix, and Marriott's
Carnelback Inn and Mountain
Shadows, both Scottsdale,
Ariz.; The Breakers, Palm'
Beach. Boca Raton Hotel
Club, Boca Raton, and Doral
Country Club, Miami, all
Florida; The Homestead, Hot
Springs, and Tides Inn, Irvington, both Virginia; The
9.seenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.; Cloister, Sea
Island, Ga.; C Lazy U Ranch,
Granby,Coln., and Del Monte
Lodge, Pebble Beach, Calif.
Motels: Salisgan Lodge,
Lincoln City, and The Village
Green, Cottage Grove, both In
Oregon, and the Carrousel
Inn, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Restaurants: The Four
Seasons, Lutece, the 21 Club
and La Pavilion, all New York
City; Blue Fox, Ernie's and
La Bourgogne, all San
Francisco;
Gourmet,
Maisonette and Pigall's, all
Cincinnati; and La Dome of
the Four Seasons, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
All 36 are in the de luxe
category, with prices to match.
But the guide books also carry
hundreds of others well within
the budget of the average
tourist. Now in the 14th year
of publication, they also in.
dude valuable information on
sightseeing? amusements,
sports and
recreational
facilities in the area as well as
historical notes and maps.
Michelin's 1972 guide to
France rated 10.860 hotels
and restaurants. Its listings
indicated that the renowned
cuisine of France has slipped
slightly, with only 626
restaurants winning star
rating, compared to 636 last
year.
Michelin lists 550 one-star
restaurants, with 38 new
additions and 46 dropped
from the 1971 roster, for a net
loss of eight. Of the 64 twostarred restaurants, six werenew while eight were dropped
for a net loss of two.
All 12 restaurants rated
three-stars in 1171 retained
their top standing this year.
including Le Grand Velour,
La Tour &Argent, Lassere and
Maxim's of Paris.
But eight 1971 two-star
restaurants lost one (star,
including four in Paris'alone.
Downgraded
were
the
Espadon restaurant in the
Hotel Ritz, the Regence-Plaza
restaurant in the Hotel Plaza
Ailienee, the -Reknit-Paris Est
in the east railway station and
La Coquille.
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Michelin also rates sightseeing attractions and includes
maps and helpful tips for the
tourist. instructions on how to
use the guide and other information is printed in English
as well as other languages.

Then, from the Ilth Century
onward,castle after castle was
built from Schleswig-Holstein
to the Alpszlhe-fuiest castles_ of
medieval times were built during the period of the Hohen-

tival plays are performed each
year.
The history of some of the
German castles and palaces is
along one. It is curious today to
find whole families wining and
dining and vacationing in a
residence like that at Ban,
originally built as a ninetowered castle in the upper
reaches of the River Main. At
one time, in the Ilth Century, it
was a monastery, burned down
during the Peasants' War and
rebuilt in its present magnificent state in the 18th Century.
Daniel Boone used a ca% e
near Lexington, N.C., to hide
from Indians. The case now is
known as Boone's Cave or
Devil's Den.

$25.00
REWARD
. . For information
leading to any person who
will buy a new or used
mobile home from me, Ray
Gustafson, Green Acres
Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy.79E: Parts,Tennessee
Phone 191-41424271
46-25tc

MAKE DAD HAPPY MTH THESE

Open
Sunday
1-6

AWk

SPORT SHIRT
Permanent
press 65/35
Polyester/Cotton
blend
broadcloth,
Neck
band,
fr.ont placket, button trim
on
Sleeves-.
Rashicrn
colors.

CLOTHES
The best buy in town!
Permanent press 50/50
Polyester/Cotton blends
in grey or olive,
Short slEeve shirt
141/2-17,,.,.2.97
Long sleeve shirt,
141
/
2-17
3.66
Pants , 26-42
3 97

Gillette
NATURAL SCENT

RIGHT GUARD

TENNIS SHOES

Sugg. Retail
1.79

5 oz

880

tight, natural herbaceous fragrance.
Contains
natural
ingredients..

Sturdy canvas uppers, full
sponge cushioned innersole, special PVC sole,
Assorted colors,

Youths 11-2
Boys 2/
1
2-6
Meti.: 6V2-12

CLAIROL

LONG & SILKY
Clairol

LOVING
CARE

El

The effective
way to wash
away the gray,

GILLETTE

DELUXE TRAC II

LADY SCOTT

FACIAL TISSUE

razor
only
The
around that treats
your face the way
she does,

Rid your long hair
of split ends while
giving it a natural
shine and silken
9l ow
4.

'Compare at 5.00

G. E. Styling Comb
Heated Shave Cream
Disenser1

A88
Your Choice

FREE:

HEAD.& SHOULDERS

KINSON 90NDED RAZOR
5 BONDED BLADES

YOUR CHOICE
3.6 oz. Lotion
2.4 oz. Jar
2.7 Or. Tube

Buy the Wilkinson
Bonded Razor Set
at
and receive

$2.00

The perfect handy
oven! Make breakfast a real treat'
with
time
every
perfect toast Use
it also to broil

REFUND
WILKINSON
will the marl-in
certificate enclosed
in package

1,0•1

Big K Reoular 77C - 88C

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sun

TOASTER OVEN

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ACRES OF FREE PARKING

Compare at 24 95

IRS Announces Tax Program For Road Funds
9
one.

By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
looking for a larger house."
NEW YORK IUPI) The trend continued after
There's no place like home, the move into a second house,
but the young folks may very
Goss said. A survey of home
well ask - which one? The
owners in five major markets
average
young
who were in their third homes
couple
probably will own three or four
showed 83 per cent had moved
- or more - houses during
because they needed, or
their lifetime.
wanted, more space.
Jackson W. Goss, president
At the same time, 63 per
of Investors Mortgage Incent said a more expensive
surance Co., Boston, says "the
home in a better neighborhood
old home theme of song and
was a better investment - in
story may become only a fond
light of their experiences in
memory' as we become more
their first two homes. About
and more a mobile people.
71 per cent reported that
"We are a people constantly
promotion, advancement in
on the move, he said. "The
career and higher income
average career manager
prompted them to move up.
professional in 1960 could
Goss said.
expect to hold three different
A survey of the 45-54 and
jobs - make at least three
55-64 age brackets, he said.
moves. The average now has
AT FUTURE HOMEMAKERS' MEETING: Suzette Hughes, left, and Malin& Taylor, right,
disclosed that 54 per cent of
risen to 4.2jobs and continues
members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of the FHA, talk with Mrs. Dorotha Oatts,
homeowners in these groups
to ri9e. Each job move - well,
have purchased three or more
assistant state FHA advisor and Janet Lee Windier, member of -Bell County High School FHA
that means a new home."
homes in their lifetime.
chapter, at the 27th state meeting of the Kentucky Association of the FHA held on the campus of
Goss said he sees a pattern
And, Goss said, 29 per cent
Murray State University this week.
developing, based on recent
either owned leisure homes for
government and private
vacation or holiday use or as
housing surveys. It starts with
tax shelters.
about .6 per cent of all newlyHe noted 79 per cent of the
married couples living in
homeowners in these age
rental housing - primarily
brackets had college -age
1-ipartmenta. It progresses on
children, and 22 per cent
•-thr
tha
would.-.be
advent Of children - a need
moving to a smaller house
for more privacy.
after the children all had left
"We found," he said,
home.
"many couples, in their first
The arrival and departure of
home, look forward to when
children, the desire for more
This summer, Kentucky's
room and privacy, a job move,
"The Stephen Foster Story," June 30-Aug. 27. For ticket they can move into their next
an improvement in financial
amphitheaters will offer out- like "Job," will be in its 14th information write Don Am- home-one with features and
position, desire to improve
door drama ranging from the consecutive season. This burgey, Box 806, Whitesburg, conveniences they could not
afford at first."
social position, even the opBible to Broadway. Two of musical version of the com- Ky. 41858, or
phone (606) 633Goss
said a survey of 2,000
portunity to make a profit on
1972's productions have been poser's life plays at Bardstown 7503.
young couples in their first
the sale of a house, all conpresented every summer since on the plantation grounds and
The drama season at Jenny home indicated 68 per cent of
tribute to multiple home
1959, several have begun practically in the shadow of the Wiley State Resort Park
ownership over a lifetime. "
will them had at least one child and
shorter long runs in succeeding beautiful Georgian- mansion consist of Nur musicals
"In many cases," Goss said,
-one "most of them expect to have
years, one is making its which inspired Foster to write historical, three from Broad- more children."
"a plain, old-fashioned itch to
"While 31 per cent reported
move for a change of scenery is
reappearance in a revised his most famous song,"My Old way. "T'he Legend of Jenny
their current home adequate
rselling."Ie.
These are just a
version and nother is brand- Kentucky 'Home." The am- Wiley," the true story
of a for current needs," he
few of thousands of reasons
new.
phitheater is in My Old Ken- young girl captured by Indians "more than 55 per said,
people give for buying and
cent
"The Book of Job', will be an tucky Home State Park and its in 1787 and held prisoner
for 11 reported they were actively
attraction at -Pineville's Pine performances are nightly ex- months, will be Wednesday,
Mountain State Resort Park for cepts Mondays, June 17-Sept. 3. Friday and'Suriday
evenings,
the 14th consecutive season,
Beginning June 24, an ad- June 28-Aug. 25. "The Music
"Job," a choral treatment of ditional
performance is Man" will play Tuesday
the Bible text, achieves scheduled Saturidays at 3:00 through Sunday, June
20-25, and
dramatic lighting effects as p.m., in an air-conditioned
Tuesdays, Thursdays and
giant, eerie shadows of the indoor theater nearby. For Saturdays, June 27-July
15.
players are cast on the huge ticket information, write The "Once Upon a Mattress"
runs
cliff that backdrops the stage of Stephen Foster Story, P.O. Box July 20-Aug. 5 and
"Carousel"
Laurel Cove Amphitheater.
D, Bardstown, , Ky. 40004, or Aug. 10-26, both on Tuesday,
Performances are nightly phone (502) 31875971.
Thursday
and
Saturday
except Sundays,June 29-Sept. 2.
"The Legend of Danile evenings. For ticket inFor ticket information, write Boone," at Old Fort Harrod formation write
Jenny Wiley
Preston Slusher, "The Book of State Park in Harrodsburg, is Summer
Music Theatre,
Job," Pineville, Ky. 10977, or on ground Boone helped to clear Prestonsburg, Ky.
41653, or
phone (606) 337-2090.
and defend against Indian at- phone ( 606) 886-6647.
Three dramas are based on tacks. Its seventh consecutive
At Pioneer Playhouse in
eras and events in Kentucky's season runs nightly except Danville, Cole Porter's
musical
history. Two of them are staged Mondays, June 24-Aug. 27. For comedy "Can-Can"
will play
precisely where the history was ticket information, write "The June 19-July 8; John
Patrick's
made.
Legend of Danile Boone," P.O. Pulitizer Prize-winner,
Box 365, Harrodsburg, Ky. "Teahouse of the
August
40330, or phone t 606 ) 734-3314. Moon," July 10-29; Sigmund
"Wilderness Road," a Civil Romberg's musical comedy,
i
i
c erne
i
er
War drama which had a four- •'New Moon,', July 31-Aug. 19;
year run beginning in 1955 in and Neil Simon's "The Starconjunction
with
Berea Spangled Girl," Aug. 21-Sept. 2.
College's centennial All plays will be presented
celebration, will be making its nightly except Sundays. For
reappearance at Berea's Indian ticket information, write
Fort Theater. This new version Pioneer Playhouse State
Chicago, 111.-A free offer of has more music than the Theatre of Kentucky, Wilderspecial interest to those who original, featuring instruments ness Rd., Danville, Ky. 40422, or
hear hut do not understand native to Kentucky during the phone (606)236-2747.
words has been announced by mid-1800's. It shows nightly
At Hoedown Island in Natural
Beltone. A non-operating model except Mondays,June 29-Sept. 3 Bridge State Resort
Park, near
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
and Monday, Sept. 4. Write Slade, the Lees College Touring
made will be given absolutely Wilderness Road, CPO Box
free to anyone answering this 2355, Berea, Ky. 40403, or phone Company will present two
Broadway comedies during the
advertisement.
(606) 986-9403. Before June 15 period June 11-Aug. 7. On
Try it to see how it is worn phone (606; 989331.
Sunday
and Wednesday
in the privacy of your own
This will be the premiere nights, •Xiss and Tell" is the
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep, season for "'The Little Shepherd feature, and on Monday and
Iree. It weighs less than a third of Kingdom Come," a story of Thursday evenings it's "Love
of an ounce, and it's all at ear the Civil War and the effect it and Kisses." For ticket inlevel, in one unit. No wires lead had on the lives of the people -formation, write Recreation
who lived in the hill as around Director, Natural Bridge
from body to head.
State
Slap 'em on books and bikes
These models are free, so we the Cumberland Valley. It is Resort Pak,Slade, Ky. 40376, or
suggest you write for yours based on the novel written by phone (606) 663-2214.
and buggies. They stick where
now. Again, we repeat; there is John Fox, Jr., when he lived in
Louisville's Shackespeare in
they're
stuck. But if you change
no cost, and certainly no obliga- Whitesburg just a few miles Central Park will offer free
mind,
your
tion. Write to Dept. 2593 , 13e1- from Van, the amphitheater
they peel off easily
performances Wednesday
tone Electronics Corp.,4201 W. site. Performances are Friday, through Saturday
for up to six months.
evenings,
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.
Saturday and Sunday nighs, July 5- Aug. 12. "The Winter's
Tale" will be presented July 5-8
and July 26-29. "Julius Caesar"
will be featured July 12-15 and
Aug. 2-5. An "Elizabethan
Festival," scenes from other
Shakespeare plays, will be seen July 19-22 and Aug. 9-12. For
further information, write C.
Douglas Barney, Producer,
Shakespeare in Central Park,
131 W. Main St., Louisville, Ky.
40202, or hone (502) 584-4946.
It's worth planning ahead to
enjoy more than one of KenThis is the Life! Gracious livtucky's outdoor -dramas this
ing in clublike atmosphere.
Private ocean beach and
summer, and advance reser, fresh water pool. King-size
vations are advised though they
rooms. Sumptuous suites with
may not always be necessary.
private balconies. Close to •
all Florida fun spok. Personal
friendly hospitality by ow ner" CAR POLLUTION
management.
Government figures indicate
Efficiency Apts -Rooms
that motor vehicles contribute
One Bedroom Apts--Air conditioned
only 39 per cent of air pollution
Affiliated with Ruttger Resorts
by weight.
in Minnesota and Florida
.../ ‘,....
For Color Brochure write
D-DAY LANDING
W U Ruttger
ELMER FOOD
SYLVESTER
*SPEEDY GONZALES
RUMEN'S BY THE SEA
Allied. armies under Gen.
4660 f/ Mar Drrve
DwighrD. Eisenhower began
Lauderdale By The Sea. Fla, 33301
1)-Day landings on the northern
Tel 305 564 4351
coast of France on June 6, 1944.

Louisville, Ky.-The launching of a program to insure
that owners of large trucks,
truck-tractors and buses are
complying with Federal Highway Use Tax Laws was announced toeay by Robert J.
Dath, District Director of Internal Revenue for Kentucky.
Lists of registered truck and
bus owners will be compared
with Federal Highway Use Tax
returns to assure that returns
are being filed and that all
taxable vehicles are being
correctly reported, Mr. Dath
said. Revenue collected by the
Federal government from the

highway use tax is returned to
Kentucky and other states to
help pay the COSi. of the interstate highway system now
under construction.
The tax is imposed on certain
trucks, truck-tractors, and
buses that use the public highways. The amount of tax
depends on a combination of the
number of axles and weights of
the vehicles. Generally, the tax
applies to single unit trucks
weignmg 13,000 pounds or more
and truck -tractors weighing
5,500 pounds or more, according
to Mr. Dath.
The highway use tax year

runs from July 1 through the
following June 30. Owners of
trucks in use on public highways during July, the IRS said,
have to file a return by August
31. Returns also required for
vehicles first used on public
highways after July.
Mr. Dath said that increasing
numbers of farmers are
becoming subject to the tax
because of the growing use of
vehicles
large
the
in
agricultural industry.
IRS Publication 349,"Federal
Use Tax on Trucks, TruckTractors and Buses," furnishes
detailed information and may
be otained by mail or in person
from IRS offices in Kentucky.
VANISHING GOLDFISH
Sixty goldfish recently vanished in West Norfolk, England, after raids by heron.
Many ponds have been covered
with nets as a precaution.
PIONEER 10
Radio messages sent from
Jupiter by NASA's Pioneer 10
spacecraft will take 45 minutes,
traveling at the speed of light,
to reach earth.

Wide Variety Of Outdoor Drama

IN THIS CORNER -Jim Beam, e-Persian,
didn't appear at all,happy while waitirtg blind bars for some
attention at the annual show of the Seattle Cat Fanciers.

. . For Information
leading to any person who
will buy a sew or used
mobile home from me,Ray
Gustafson, Green Acres
Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy.71 E: Pans,Tent:legate
Phone 101442-02/1
46-25tc

You
too old
to hear better
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SLAVE TREATY
The United States signed a
treaty with England to supress
slave trade on June 7, 1862.
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DigA Well
And Save A
Lot Of Cash
In today's inflat onary
economy, good bargains are
hard to come by. But millions of
American homeowners and
farm families are still getting
full value for their money, in
one important area-their home
water supply.
They save money each year
because they get their water
from underground sources
rather than from central or
municipal water systems. This
ground water is delivered to
their homes and farms by
means of modern individual
wells and water systems.
A recent study shows that the
total cost of a private well and
water system averages less
than half the cost of water from
a municipal system on a net
cost per gallon basis. And the
cost gap is getting wider.
Government figures show that
residential water and sewerage
charges from central systems
increased a whopping 13.4
percent across the U.S. between
June, 1970 and June, 1971. The
cost of a well and water system,
on the -other hand, rose only 5
percent during the same period.
Why does ground water,
supplied by a private well and
water system, cost less? There
are several good reason, according to the Ground Water
Resources Institute:
1. Ground water is usually
right underneath the point of
use. There is no need for long
runs of distribution piping, or
booster pumps, or the continuing maintenance costs of
such systems.
2. Ground water seldom
requires extensive treatment,
as surface water does since it is
naturally filtered through
layers of soil and stone. With the
increase in surface water
pollution, treatment costs are
continually going up.
3. Ground water stores itself.
There is no loss through
evaporation as there is in
above-ground reservoir
storage, for example.

E45'
In Murray

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Open 9 A. M. - 9 P. M. - Mon.-Sat.
1 - 6 P. M. Sundays

In -Bright Summer

Bra & Bikini
100% Nylon in 7 lovely colors

Asstd.
Sizes 5 to 7

Polyester Double Knit

LADIES
LONG GOWN

LADIES

BIKINI
PANTIES
styles & color

HOT PANTS

100% Nylon

One size fits all

Peach

Reg. '1.96

Reg. 2-$124

Lavendar

- Blue Adricot

Colors.--

Sizes 8 - 16

Regular 53.99
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
50 to 60 Inches Wide

LADIES

PANTY
HOSE
Suntan - Pecan

Machine Washable

Reg.
3.88

Regular 83'

IT'S FAST - CONVENIENT
100% ACETATE

Charcoal

WING-TOP WASTE BIN

Ideal for Dresses & Pant Tops

eg- '2488

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Stylish Grill Type Top
No metal parts won't rust
For Kitchen, Den, Workshop

Compare

4 Heat Settings

At '2.88

Professional Type
qFolds Down
for Storage

HAIR
DRYER

Reg. '2.44

2For$3
INDOOR-OUTDOOR RUG
81
/
21 X 111
/
2
'Room Size

BEDSPREADS

100%
Polypropeline
Olefin
Pile

•Assorted Styles
and Colors
•Full & Twin

Remember:
"buckle up"

Safety first at the zoo
NEW YORK (UPII —
When visiting zoos do not feed
the animals if it is prohibited.
Do isiir reach into a cage or
allow a child to reach into a
cage oiliother (mace confining
an animal. When feeding of
animate is perrnissahle. dirk
6ut only victuals approved for
feeding to that anifnal.
Following the rules is one way
of protecting yourself. your
children and doing the correct
thing by the animals.

Prices Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed. - Jun 12-13-14

LADIES

LADIES

Ground water is also
available in the U.S. in vast
quantities. Over 97 percent of
the world's fresh water supply
in underground. Less than three
percent is surface water, found
in lakes and streams.
For more information on
ground water, send 25 cents in
coin to Dept. 4, Ground Water
Resources Institute, 221 North
LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 60601.
Ask for "How Water Wells Can
Help You.-

NEW YORK IUPD With
the summer season comes
increased travel, a good deal of
it done in the family car.
Holiday weekends, vacations,
trips to the beach mean the
families are on the road more
than during any other season
of the year.
Safety
National
The
Council says two major rules
can help reduce the summertime traffic toll on the
roads: use seat belts; don't
mix drinking and driving.
If all drivers and passengers
in motor vehicles had used
their safety belts, at least
8,000 to 10,000 lives lost in
traffic crashes last year might
have been spared.
Howard Plye, president of
the council, says everyone,
including lifetime accident-free
drivers — should buckle up.
Four out of five drivers involved in traffic crashes
previously had accident-free
records.
On alcohol, he reminds that
alcohol was a factor in more
than half of last year's 55.000
traffic deaths. The summer
season — with all its outdoor
eating and drinking — sees the
heaviest toll.
Pyle said traffic death rates
rise with the coming of warm
weather and too many of these
accidents involve drinking.

MoNI)AN" .1l .

THE LEDGER lk TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•No Iron

FLORAL & PRINT SHEET
50% Cotton - 50% Polyester Full & Twin - Flat & Fitted

Reg.
$2.96
Reg.

Reg.
$1588

ASSTD. DRAPES
•
.? Decorator Colors
•48" wide - 63" & 84- Long
•Extends to 8 ft height
•Has two shelves and
cabinet wih sliding doors

Regular '199
'

•Decorator Pleated Tops
•Fade Resistant

•100% Fiber Glass
•All Steel Construction

Compare
At '6.96

$894
Buy Several Pair At This
Low, Low Price

9 CUP
ELECTRIC
PERCOLATOR
Polished Aluminum
Reg.
5888

SWIVEL-TOP
VACUUM
CLEANER
•Powerful GE motor lubricated for lifetime use
•Complete "lock-on" attachments for every cleaning chore
•Kinkless host for easy, long-lasting use
•Swivel top designed for effortless "all around" cleaning,

General Electric

STEAM
& DRY
IRON

Reg.
$399

THE LEDGER & TIMF.S —MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Deaf have a voice at their fingertips

where the family has not had a
history of deafness, or, often,
has never even met a deaf person, according to Mrs. Flake.
For almost 100 years, the em- self has excellent hearing. But, social worker. Mrs. Flake party for the deaf. She "con"The parents of these deaf
By SHIRLEY GALLIN A
phasis has been on lipreading because of her parents, she was teaches both sign language and versed" for two hours with
children are bewildered, and
the
Copley News Service
and speech in place of the sign
brought up learning the sign finger spelling, two entirely French people, although she
usually take them to a teacher
Language which was forbidden. language of the deaf. She different approaches.
doesn't speak French.
of the deaf who uses only the
LOS ANGELES — If you disBut today, the trend is to use learned to speak from others
"Signs are based on a conoral method."
•'But, there are some minor
covered your child were deaf
both sign language and lipread- and went on to a career as a cept," she points out, "and fin- deviations in various parts
Both her parents were naof
... what would you do?
ing simultaneously ... and writer.
ger spelling is based on the the world," she adds.
tionally recognized educators,
Would you send him to a
hearing aids where they are
Today, her lifetime familiar- written word. It is literally the
and both taught in the Kansas
-For example, in Slavic
school that taught only lipreadbeneficial.
ity with sign language has led alphabet.
countries, the symbol for 'man' School for the Deaf in Olathe.
ing and speech ... or would you
Most deaf prefer to use to her second career. She
-Sign language is univeris a gesture like shaping a Her mother was a "rubella
send him to a school that taught
both," says Mrs. Kolma Flake. teaches hearing persons who sal," Kolma Flake says.
measles) baby," and was deaf
moustache. In America, the
both lipreading and sign lanMrs. Flake should know. have deaf relatives, or who
She tells of a time when she
symbol is like stroking a at birth. Her father lost his
guage'
Born of deaf parents, she her- work with the deaf, such as a was in Paris and was taken to a
hearing when he was four years
straight-brimmed hat.
-Our symbol for woman is old after a bout of meningitis.
Her mother attended Gallaustroking the right cheek with a
det College, Washington, D.C.,
CH.
5
downwar
d
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thumb, but in Russia, the hands the second year they permitted
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7,00 Plate
6:30 Gr.-Acres 630 Cirsus
6:30 Dr Locke
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6:30 Dragnet
form
a babushka," she ex- women to become students.
7:30
sit441111110111!
Theatre-29
7:00 Baseball
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This
8:00 Lucy
7:00 Baseball
is
still
the
9:30
only
college
Creature.
in
plains.
10:00
News
Movie
8:00
8700
Lucy
8:30 Doris,Day
10:00 News
Feature
10:30 Tonight
-Signs are painting in the the world strictly for the deaf,
10:00 Chaparral
41:30 Doris-Day
900 Sonny-Cher
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
11:00 News
9:00 Sonny-Cher
10:00 News
air," she smiles. "Everyone and to this day, the president
10:30 Theatre
11:30 Dick-Gaylen 10:00 News
10.30 Mason
10:30 After.
can learn the signs, but not all signs all diplomas of the grad10:30 Movie
11:30 Movie
Midnight
can learn to speak or read uates.
"My parents told me I
lips."
couldn't speak for the deaf, but
says
that
She
only
about
'i
Journal
:45
10
6:00
RalphEme
11:00
ry
6:00 Sunrise
Don-Young
8:30 Lalanne
7:00 Today
4;30 Bozo
6:00 News
7:00 Today
per cent can learn and her could only interpret for them,"
Break. Show 11:15 Headlines
9:00 The Hour
9:00 Dinah
1:111kR om per R m 6:30
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1:00 Dinah's
AM 9:30
11:30
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News
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woman reminisced.
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10:00
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—aTa handieafi
and in 90 per cent of the cases,
11:30 Who-Where 11:30 Flipper
12:00 My Child.
11:30 Who-Where 10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55
10:30 Love-Life
1:00 Movie-Game
12:30 Make-Deal
11:55 News
12:00 My Child 11:00
the deaf child appears in homes it is a nuisance. He contended
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
Where
Heart
1:30
Movie
Child-Me
1:00 Newlyweds
12:30 Make-Deal 11:25 News
12:00 Noon Show 11:00 Heart Is
that it is the hearing world that
3:30 Fury
Too
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Dating
1:00 Newlyweds 11:30 Search
11:30 Search
4:00 BOZO
makes deafness a handicap,
12:30 News
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
1:30 Dating
12:00 Singing Con. 12:45Pasto
12:00 Farm
Pic- 5:00 Superman
r speak 2:00 Gen. Hoso. 12:05
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because of their misplaced
12:23 News
News
5:30 Movie
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World
One
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3:00 Love Am.
2:30
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pity.
12:30 World Turns 7:00 Carnival
1:30 Doctors
2:30 Bright
3:30 Matinee
3:00 Password
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Many 7:30 Theatre-29
1:00 Love
"When you pity a person, you
Promise
5:00 Cluth Car.
1:30 Guiding Light 2:00 Anoth World 3:30 Love Am.
Light
Guiding
1:30
9:30 Creeure:00 News
3:00 Bugs Bunny 2:00 Secret Storm 7:30 Peyton Pl. 4:00 Jeannie
look down on them," Mrs.
Storm
Secret
2:00
Feature
3:15 Movie
4:30 Green Acres 2:30 Edge
:3u Mod-Squad
2:30 Edge of Night 3:00 Somerset
Night 10:00 News
Flake explains.
3:30 Calendar
5:25 Weather
5:00 News
:30 Movie
3:00 Truth-Cons.
3:00 Gomer Pyle 10:30 Bedroom'"What i-od takes away with
3:35
Popeye
5:30
News
Grit.
Gilligan
:00 Welby
3:30
6:00 Andy
3:30
Jeff's
Collie
Theatre
6:00 News
4:00 Gilligan
10:00 News
4:00 Movie
one hand, he gives with an6:30 Mod-Squad 4:00 Big
10:30
After.
4:30 Dan Boone 7:30 Movie
10:30 Dack Coven 6:30 Ponderosa
6-30 Campbell
5:00 Hazel
other," she says philosophicalMidnight
5:30 News
7:30 Playhouse
9:00 Welby-M.D. 5:30 News
7:30 Hawaii-5-0
bottom two layers were brown
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—State ly. "With deafness, it is comBy RON WELLS
6:30 Ponderosa 10:00 Chaparral 6:00
8:30 Nichols
8..10 Cannon
Mews
and green and the top layer apoffices are now moving to the pensated with greater insight
9:30 Chang-Scene 9:30 Woods-Waters 7:30 Playhouse 11:00 News
Copley News Service
6:30
Campbell
peared to be licorice.
8:30 Nichols
„woo Tows
10:00 News
11:30 Cavett
office towner in Frankfort's and awareness.
7:30 Hawaii-5-0
9:30 Dragnet
T0't30 Tonight
10:30 Mason
Ever so gently the girl behind
8:30
Cannon
new
Capital
Plaza
"And,
on
a
fairly
never try to lie to a
"I'd like a spitachio-nut and
10:00 News
11:30 Movie
9:30 Jeannie
the counter handed the cones to
10:10 Tonight
rigid schedule.
deaf person," she adds with a strawberry cheesecake cone,"
10:00 News
the boy, who in turn handed one
_10:30 Movie
William
S.
said a curly haired boy who
Coleman, smile.
to his sister, who stared at it in
She said her father quoted could hardly see into the ice
executive officer of the Capital
what appeared to be disbelief,
1'1
%( I".
Thomas
Jefferson
Plaza Authority, said the
, who said, cream locker or reach the top
LET ME LET II415
and
one to another little boy.
movers were working "round "Error of opinion may be toler- of the counter with his quarter.
5TRAi6i4T..43LIMEAN
He saved the brown, green
The girl behind the counter
THAT RED-NAMED
the clock" in three shifts to get ated where reason is left free to
and black creation for himself,
Gat CliUCKAAL11.1A4(5
gave a long, disbelieving look
everyone settled as quickly as combat it."
and as it was handed to him
TAW ABOUT 15
"Father
said
that false ideas to some of us standing in the
possible.
over
the counter my wife said,
OUR CAMP?
After a number of delays, about the deaf by the hearing long line which was made up
"Two bits says he drops it bewas
all
right
as
long
as
mostly
the
deaf
elementa
of
ry
school
caused by everything from
fore he gets out of the shopping
labor strife to a malfunctioning were given the opportunity to children.
center."
disprove it," Mrs. Flake re"Pistach
io-nut and strawair conditioning system, state
I didn't even have time to ancalled.
berry cheesecalte," she reagencies began moving in
swer. No sooner had the cone
But communication and mis- peated slowly as she handed
earnest into the 28-story tower understan
been handed to him than it fell,
ding are only two of the cone to the boy, who eyed
vn
with a splot, on the counter.
on June 1.
BLONDIE
the problems the deaf face.
this unique ice cream delicacy
Without a word between
The Commission on Aging,
"The
big struggle the deaf ravenously.
51-IE LEFT 1,41N4 FOR
them, the girl packed down the
Council on Public
Higher have, although it is less now
"Oh well," I thought. "I used
FRIED,AND GUS'S
boy's precarious pillar of ice
Education and
Alcoholic than it was 50 years ago, is the to put hot fudge and garlic oil
FIRST WIFE IS
cream and handed it to him.
Beverage Control Commission opportunity to prove they can on my french fries."
COMING
"Here," I said, holding forth
&ACK
were the first to move in, and at do the job for which they are
Next came another boy,
three large napkins,
think
least one agency a day is applying," Mrs. Flake says. maybe 10 or 11, obviously eager
scheduled to move for the next
"Another problem is automo- to observe the girl at her work, you may need these."
The boy smiled, took the napseveral weeks.
13ile insurance. They can get it, because he scaled the counter
kins, and distributed them.
Coleman said those -agencies but at a higher rate. Actually, front and, while kneeling on a
Stepping up to the counter, I
working out of leased buildings the deaf are excellent drivers, small ledge, body draped over
looked the girl in the eye and
will be the first to move. He and they have great peripheral the counter, said, "I'd like an
said, "Two double cones,
almond rocha and rainbow
added that all agencies will vision.
please. One vanilla and one
"And they are still finding sherbet cone, please."
keep their old telephone
chocolate."
people
in
The
mental
girl's
eyes
widened,
institutio
but
ns
numbers.
As we were leaving, the couThe new office tower will whose problem is deafness ... she didn't lose her cool. With
ple
behind us said,"Two more
not
mental retardation," Mrs. steadfast determination she
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SCARLET AND Rhett Butler are
alive and well at the Red
Geranium in Canton.
Signed, Prissy.
J14C
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Happy 40th Birthday
SONNY LOCKHART
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites

Spiders

Eat Your Home
-1
l -A
VI 101 1,.2.

MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER 1969-15' RUNABOUT boat, -40
Puppies, non shed, health H.P. Johnson, complete with top,
guaranteed. Dogs groomed- winter cover, new,set of skis, ski
hoarded. Melody-Ayre Kennels, vest, life jackets. All in good
Buchanan, Tennessee. Phone condition. Phone 753-4759. JI2C
901-247-3345.
J14C
ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
partially furnished, air con- per case )100 books). Sold in case
ditioned. In very good condition. lots only. Ledger & Times Office
Supply, 103 North 4th Street.
Prices to sell. Phone 753TEN(
TFC
4148.

h0338i
tgt*

Ask About Our Reducing Plan and Health Club

FOR SALE

s"ki

$500

Both For

FOR SALE

1987 MODEL 10'x50' Mobile n'SAIL BOAT rigged for racing.
home, new carpeting and 719 square feet dacron sails.
paneling throughout. Only Trailer included. Phone 753J12C
J13P 3372.
$1800.90. Phone 753-1738.

* SUMMER SPECIAL!! *

Ca!! j
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An•ther View

•

Urairl Nebo. Spellieste,

6-12

"THE HOT LINE.(SIT TO GO OR STAY?"

15Atirs1HuND tiers, "ARC
SELF SERVICE grocery, stock registered. Phone 436-5657, New
and fixtures. Doing good cash Concord,Kentucky.
J12P
business. If interested phone 4354171 or 435-5921.
J20C HIDE-A-BED Couch, two twin
beds, bed vibrator and hammock.
.112C
1971 HONDA CB 175, 8 months Phone 753-4783.
old, 1600 actual miles. Perfect
condition throughout. Red and COLOR TELEVISION, 23".
J12C Phone 753-3783 or 753-2900. J12C
white. Phone 753-7228.

irk
•

Roaches
Carry Germs*
CAS

giDoi

PESTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the,year round...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
100
Murray,

S. 13th Street
Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
,Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
ri Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser1971 DOUBLE WIDE mobile
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
FOR RENT
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FQR SALE home, underpenning, central air,
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Fargarbage disposal, dishwasher,
1Repair on small Appliances i
mington, Kentucky.
TFC SLEEPING ROOM. Furnished,
wink. Alli.1•1$$ .11•11$
three bedrooms, two baths.
•aj
private entrance, air conditioned.
Partially furnished. Large lot.
refrigerator. Also furnished
Phone 753-7645.
J12C
apartments. Zimmerman
WE STILL OFFER THE BEST BARGAIN IN LAUNTWO MSU students need work to
Apartments, South 16th Street.
FOR SALE Grocery on one acre sustain life. We will shampoo BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
•4 BEDROOMS
•2 BATHS
DERING:-Our standard washers hold the same size
Phone 753-6609.
J13C
lot. Reasonable if sold at once. 3 your rugs for a reasonable price. also bank gravel, fill dirt and
loads as so-called "double-size" washers, besides offering
miles South of Murray on High- This includes shampooing, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
LARGE FAMILY ROOM
the advantages of automatic program selection-and-you
way 641,-Phone 753-7663. J23NC vacuuming and labor. For free 354-8138, or 354-4161 after 6:00
THREE BEDROOM brick house
can launder for only .20 per load by taking advantage of
p.m.
TFC.
with living room, dining room,
our quality discount red tickets
estimate contact Charles, 753GOOD, USED piano, good con- 8224 or Louis,753-9106.
den and utility. For more inJ12P PIANO tiunng-repair-rebuilding.
dition. Phone 753-3558.
J12C
formation phone 753-8007. J12C
AND-our driers are held to 10-minute cycles, instead of
Prompt expert service. 15 years
only 7 or less.
experience. Rebuilt pianos for
EXPERIENCED
SECRETARY
TEN
old female St.
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
sale. Ben W. Dyer, Murray,
MONTH
Bernard, AKC registered. desires 1z day office work, July 3 Kentucky,
rooms and bath, central heat and,
phone 753Friendly, good natured. 30" G.E. to Atigust 28. Phone 753-3992 after 1911.
air, carpet throughout, extra
June21C
312C
GROWING
SUBDIVISION
East
THREE BEDROOM brick large range,excellent condition. Phone 5.00"nlarge master bedroom, range.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Central Center - 641 North
'312P
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 of Murray. Brick, three living room and dining room, air 753-6747.
8:00 A.M.-10:80P.M.Daily
Always Attended.
TFC bedrooms, living room and hall conditioned, all electric, carpet
after 5:00 p.m.
carpeted. Kitchen and dining throughout, carport, large patio. NEW 60 H.P. Johnson motor,
room or family room com- Phone 753-3146.
J12C sealed in factory box. 1971 model,
TWO
BEDROOM
house, bination, 13,4 baths, central heat
J12C
$975.00. Phone 753-8859.
FOR
YOUR
auction
sale
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
needs available from June 6 to August and air, concrete drive and
Company. See John Simpkins at ntact Otto Chester's Auction 15th. Air conditioned,
THREE BEDROOM brick.
large yard. 20's18' carport. Phone 753PORTABLE
color
RCA
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ph. 637-2778
Murray Sears Store on Wed- rvice 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It Located
J12C Kitchen dining area, carpeted television, 15,000 BTU air con1637 Catalina Drive. 7857.
nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247- pays to sell the Chester
throughout,
conditioned,
air
Ph. 525-1415
MEMPHIS,
TENN.
8135.00
per
month.
Phone
collect,
ditioner. Phone 435-5301.
J13C
7281.
June28P Urbana,Illinois 217-367-9623. J13C
.range. Transferrable loan at 514
J13C Way."
room
, ACRE FARM, with 5
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
per cent interest, low monthly
40" FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC
FOR RENT
ick house,8 miles from Murray
THREE BEDROOM trailer, near on Hwy. 121 South. Day phone payments. Large lot. Phone 753- range, $35.00. Good condition.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Ph. 436-5332
J16C
9634.
J13C
Phone 753-4109.
FIVE BEDROOM house for campus. Phone 753-1817 or 753- 753-1443, after 5:00p.m. 436J12C 5489.
college boys or large family. Two 3372.
J14C
BEAUTIFUL IRISH Setter pup, LAWN MOWING services. Phone CUSTOM HAY baling. Phone 753baths,furnished, air conditioned.
BUYING A home, Let Tripp
J12C EXTRA NICE one bedroom KENIANA SHORES 90'x150' lake
old. Has papers, $40.00. 753-5668.
312C 8090
Junel7N('
Phone 753-3146.
Williams and John Hodge assist 12 weeks
furnished apartment, air con- view lot, central water. lake you. Guy Spann Realty Branch 1624 Hamilton, Apartment 2,
EXTRA NICE trailer, color TV, ditioned, L2 block from campus.
J13P BABY-SITTING IN my home,
after 6:00 p.m. in person.
access. $1395.00, 914.00 down and Office,711 Main.753. . For information
sarpeted, air conditioned, couple Available now. Phone 753-4476 or
ages 3,4 or 5 preferred. Weekdays
per
month.
Phone
436-5320
June29C
J12(
9478:
leading to any person who
preferred. Phone 753-7358 after 753-9135.
THREE IN one tool cabinet1 only, well qualified. 33 Shady
TFC
will bay a new or used
4:OOp.iii.
you'll have to see this, Oaks Trailer Court.
TFC
J13C
mobile home from me, Ray
to hold all tools. $15.00
Designed
AUTOS
FOR SALE
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
Gustafson, Green Acres
APARTMENT, ONE block from DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,
Phone 753-1712.
J13NC FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Mobile Homes, Inc.
campus. Living room, kitchen, near University. Plenty of closet
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC * Large & Small jobs
Hwy. 79 E: Paris, TenUnbedrooms.
space,
two
bedroom, bath. Available June 9.
1970 YAMAHA 80 cc model. 3,190
* All Work Guaranteed
aesiee
-FOR SALE
Phone 753-8250.
J12C furnished. Phone 753-8096 or 753actual miles. Phone 753-7705 after
* Free Estimate
Phone 9014424271
For Service
3312.
TFC
J13C
5:00 p.m.
46-25tc
all
on
NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
General Electric Appliances
small quiet court. Water, gar- FOUR ROOM furnished apart1965 STAR MOBILE home,
Phone Mayfield
Call
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest bage pickup and mowing fur- ment, couples only, no pets. Air
46'x10', two bedrooms, living
247-720 1
Co.
Appliance
Murray
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South nished. 2'2 miles East Highway conditioned and carpeting. Walk
Full power, locally owned car. 32,000 actual
room, carpeted with or without
753-1586
13th Street. "Every day you 91. $80.00 per month. Phone 753- in closet. Phone 753-3323.
Maui
212
753air conditioner. Phone
JI2C
FOR ALL your home additions,
miles. - '41200"
delay lets bugs have their
112C
8216 after 5:00 p.m.
J13C 5511.
.alteratioes, remodeling, etc., .
way."
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. Free Estimates. Phone 753wc,
See At
NEW TWO bedroom or three NEATLY FURNISHED apartAngus Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 6123.
TFC
REGISTERED
YOUNG
bedroom duplex with central heat ment, carpeted and air conbull, servicable age and size. carpentry. Phone 753-3897 days or
Chestnut Street or Phone 753-5598
If You
ditioned.
May
be
seen
at
Kelly's
and air. Disposal, range, washer
July8C
753-7625 nights.
$200.00. Phone 753-4022
For complete ENGINE
and dryer hookup, all carpet, Pest Control, located 100 South
Miss
evenings.
J13C
J13C EXTRA SHARP 1970 Ford
REPAIR of lawn mowers
large lot with garden spot. $125.00 13th Street.
WANT TO BUY
FOR SALE
and tillers, Old Time
Phono...
hardtop, full power, air con
and $150.00 per month. Phone 7531971-650 YAMAHA motorcycle.
Blacksmith Shop Complete
ditioned. Phone 753-1795 OT 753- WANT TO BUY Junk, 8 house
TFC
7550 after 5:00 p.m.
Clean carpet". the
Excellent condition. Phone 753SHARPENING fl-WICE,
9931 after 6:00p.m.
312C trailer with axle and wheels. Dial
COLE
FERTILIZER
side
8761.
J13C
sa e and Sall' WrIS iih
WELDING AND REPAIR
753-2700.
TFC
TWO BEDROOM S'x40' mobile
dresser. Used on 15 acres. Phone
Before 5:00 p.m.
111.1
s I lif.
SERVICE, also New and
1965 CHEVROLET Pickup, wide
$45.00 per
lot,
home,
shady
492-8580.
Jl4C
Of
Rent electric
Used Equipment.
CRAFTSMAN DRILL press, 12"
bed, short wheel base. $695.410.
month. Two bedroom 8'x50',
WELT' WANTED
shampooer -Si.
capacity, Ls H.P. motor, new 1968 MODEL 12'x45' Schevelle
Phone 753-7663.
J12C
$45.03 per month. Also shady
KNIGHT'S SHOP
WANT BY Pre Fab Transit condition. Phone 753-1654. J13C two bedroom mobile home,
NI( VII %N. IIONIE
private lot to park mobile home.
TURN
LEFT AT LAKE
Between 6:00 p.m.
J12C
Phone 489-2595.
\i I.
furnished. Phone 753-8599. J14C
1970 NOVA SS 396 four speed, new Company Contract Brokers, Trip
STOP GROCERY ON
603
,
/
See
at
$125.00.
-Leaser.
load
S90,
50
percent
in
HONDA
of
7:00 p.m. In The
mags, tires. 26,000 miles.
HWY. 94
Street, Trailer BELTONE FACTORY fresh
TWO BEDROOM air conditioneci
$1550.00. Phone 753-6794.
J13P advance,75 percent gross freight North 18th
Evening
AND FIRST ROAD ON
TWO BEDROOM Mobile home in
ITC
revenue for tractors and traers,-Number 10.
hearing aid batteries for all make
trailer, 1 mile from Murray.
If you know your route
LEFT-LOOK FOR SIGN
the woods near Cypress Cove.
only.
for
AO
tractors
percent
hearing
aids.
Wallis
Drugs.
JI4C
Water furnished. $85.00 pee
boy's number, please cal/
PHONE 753-4035 '
Phone 436-2145 after 6:00 p.m. or TWO PANEL trucks, 1966 Dodge, Return loads from 45
-terminals. PURE BRED Blue Point
month. Phone Cadiz 5221964 Ford. Your choice for $350.00
him first. If you get no
Sunday.
,115C
Siamese kittens, 11 weeks old, 12x60' MOBILE HOME, wall to
921
Contact
Johnston,
R.
F.
6332.
each. Can be seen at 605 Main
J17C
results then call Jcihn
Crawford Street Terre Haute, litter trained, weaned, playful, wall shag carpet, solid oak fur- IN'TERIOR EXTERIOR painStreet or phone 753-2552.
J13C
Pasco , Jr at the above
PRIVATE
OR
double
air
conIndiana, 812-235-1214 or 812-232- cute, lovable and great pets" niture. Lived in approximately ting: any size job. All work
FURNISHED APA RTMEliT,'
number during the hours
J12C $10.00 each. Phone 753-2715. J14P P2 years. $7,500 trailer, will take guaranteed. Use first quality
4104.
close
to
University,
1802
Dodson
ditiuntid
'
'
N
'
n
for
girls
with light
listed
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
wc cooking privileges. say from 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent
195,400. Phone 753-8689.
Ave. Phone 7534564.
J16NC
Todd,753-8495.
campus. Also two or four condition. New tires. Phone 753- WANTED SETTLED woman to FLUFFY SOFT and bright are
TFC
J14C live with elderly Cady and do light carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre..
bedroom apartment. Phone 753- 1387.
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic WILL DO Hay baling in Alm° and
TWO BEDROOM furnished 6079. •
J116
cOoking and housekeeping. Phone Rent electric shampooer $1. Big paths too, rer_noyed
with Blue Fakon vicinity. Phone 753-9984'
apartment, central air and heat,
Shopping
Center.
.117C
Belaire
753-8850
K,
days
or
753-2723,
753-8990
1966 CHEVROLET two door
Lustre esirpet shampoo. Begley before 3:0'6.m.
wall to wall carpet, good location.
TFC
after 6:00p.m.
J15C
Drug Store, Central Shopping
No pets. Phone 753-4331.
J16C LARGE CLEAN air conditioned hardtop Leman Nix 'ar low
TIRE
ARMSTRONG
sale. Flgi 4
,
Center.
J17C TAVIDB SEED Company will be
trailer, close to University. mileage. New tires and battery:113p• N Ull.TIME salesman with local ply nylon black walls. 775114" or
Phone 492-8328.
open for processing and available
LARGE EFFICIENCY room, Private yard. Phone 753Should be high school 15"$16.59 + $2.13. 825x14" or 15"
ARMSTRONG TRUCK tires at
sonic custom combining.
J16NC
private entrance and parking. 1817.
graduate. Prefer. married per- $17.10 + $2.34. 855:14" or 15"
wholesale
prices.
Rated Plume 753-5742.
J21P
Close to University. Phone 753plies
4
full
$2.48.
$18.14
+
all
son.
with
Full time job
WANT TO BUY
premium by Bennett Garfield
TRIANGLE INN
.114C
1387.
wldel
Surveyor
73
Rayon
Dynocar
in
Apply
Permanent.
benefits.
LOST & FOUND
WANT TO BUY good used air personal only at Sherwin tread. Dual white wall. F78114" publication. Geod on all wheel
MURRAY'S NO. 1
825x20-10
ply,
conditioner,
SPEED FEEDER
either 220 or 110 volt Williams, Soutliside Shopping or 15" 121.24 + $2.43. G78x14" or positions:
TWO BEDROOM trailer. See
$46.27 +$6.17 tax: 900120-10 ply,
plus
Line
LosT BLACK Angus heifer, window unit. Also good used Center.
Cafeteria
J15C 15" $22.25 + $2.63. H78x14" or 15"
Brandon Din at Dill's Trailer
$56.32+$7.30 tax. 4000220.12 ply,
weight 500 lbs., between Mason electric kitchen range. Phone 753Speedball Table Service.
$24.02 + $2.81 J78x15" $24.97 +
Court after 4:00 p.m., Murray
wanted
SALESLADY
$67.91+$9.0 tax. 1000x22-12 ply,
MATURE
TRIANGLE INN
Bead and Butterworth Road 7418.
.113C
$3,16.
$26.30
1.78x15"
+
$3.01.
Drive In Theatre entrance. TFC
for local shoe store: Send resume Armstrong Fiberglass Belted 78 $72.17+$10.22 tax. Roby Sales,
South of Stella. Phone 753J17.NC WANT TO BUY 5 or 10 acres with to P.O. Box 545, Murray wide series dual white wall. Highway 68, Benton,KenCOLLEGE STUDENTS or '2527.
J24C
MARY",PLEASE come home,the married couple-furnished duplex,
or without a hew. Reply to P.O. University Station, M.S.U.
F78x14" or 15" $23.27 + $2.58. tucky. .
babies are crying and the dishes one block from college, and two
Box 181, Murray,Kentucky:Jl3C
G78x14" or 15" $24.38 + $2.78.
WANTED TO RENT
1971-12x52' WHEELER mobile
are piling up. I realize the Red hedroom furnished house, TAIST WHITE face steer, black
H78x14" or 15" 626.35 + $2.81.
home, central air conditioning,
Geranium in Canton has more to summer rates, $75.00 per month and white, 450 to 550, pounds. WANT TO BUY boy''1"-Or fgh•I's
1.78x15"
land
pasture
93.12.
$27.39
IJ78xI5"
WANT TO RENT
Hurricane strap, underpenning.
offer, but I'll make it up to
plus utilities. Phone John Paseo, Strayed from farm Of H.P. 26**bicycle. Phone 753•
and stibles for horses. Phone 753- $30.07 + $3.16. Roby Sales, HighJ14C
You.
J12C 9495.
JI2NC 7991 after 4:30 p.m.
TFNC way 88,Benton,Kentucky. J24C Real nice. Phone 753-2507. J17P
.
TFNC Adams.Phone 489-2657.
Jr.,753-2849 or 753-7278.
-RADIO, TELEVISION,
STEREO,CAR RADIO
SALES SERV/CE

I

11
/
2 STORY BRICK HOUSE

OWNER BEING TRANSFERRED
1503 Oak Dr.
Ph. 753-9293

Central HIGHLANDER Center

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

Ke

$25.00
REWARD

BLACKTOP
PAVING
& SEALING

-'70 CADILLAC Sed. DeVille

Edward Trail

Carroll Volkswagen
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Women's lib alive
dint-well in Australia
BRISBANE - Australians
like to say that every problem
the Hunited States has
Australia also has - it merely
comes to this Southern
Hemisphere nation a few
years, or months, later.
Wornen's Lib is one of these
problems and it has split the
women against each other just
as it has caused Australian
men in many cases to ridicule
the cause, just or otherwise, of
the once-called weaker sex.
Two of Australia's bestknown women take considerably different views of the battle for what some women call
greater equality: One is Lady
Millis Dorothy Cilento, widely
known doctor, philosopher, social worker, author and - at
the age of 78- an enthusiast of
Pacific Ocean surfing. Lady
Cilento is a tough critic of much

of the noise attendiint to demands for more female liberabon.
On the opposite side of the
fence is another succesafttl
woman, Mrs. Nenette Lorimer,
Italian-born architect and a
successful one - yet, it appears not successful enough to
suit herself. So disturbed is she
by what she calls discrimination against women in Australia that she is leaving this country of her citizenship to resettle
with her husband and two
daughters in Europe.
Lady Cilento, with a large
family including daughter
Diane(Mrs. Sean Cannery), an
actress, thinks the familyshould be the center of a woman's interest, even though not
the entire interest.
"These Women's Lib people," she said in an interview in

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Millard Cox Jr., former member of
the Kentucky Racing Commission and past president and general
counsel of the Kentucky Distillers Association, died Sunday at
Kentucky Baptist Hospital after suffering a heart attack. He was
72.
Cox, a Louisville lawyer, had served in advosory capacities to
several Louisville city administrations. From 1934 to 1935 he
headed a city government audit and survey that indicated a need
for city-county consolidation. Later he was a member of the
Mayor's Smoke Abatement Committee under the administration
of Mayor Joseph Scholtz.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP )-Louisville's 1972 Downtown Salutes
the Arts will open with the fourth annual Pheonic Fair June 17-18
on Washington street.
The salute which will last through June 24, will include daily
performances June 19-24, by performing artists, choral groups
and musicians on the Fourth Street Nall site and at Founder
Square.

World News Briefs
SAIGON (AP)-U.S. jets left a 10-mile stretch of North Vietnam's northeast rail line to China and about 60 stranded freight
cars in flames Sunday and shot down two more MIG jets, the U.S.
Command announced today.
Two Navy Phantoms from the carrier Coral Sea engaged a pair
of MIG17 interceptors 26 miles south of Hanoi and brought them
down with missiles, the U.S. Command said. There was no
damage to the two Phantoms, the command said, but a Navy A6
was lost on Sunday 45 miles south of Hanoi and the two crewmen
were reported missing.
WASHINGTON( AP1-The Senate begins debate today on a $1.7
billion foreign military aid bill cutting off funds for U.S. troops in
Vietnam after Aug. 31.
TOKYO(AP)-President Nixon has invited Emperor Hirohito
to visit the United States, presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger
announced today as his weekend visit to mend relations between
the Nixon administration and Japan drew to a close.
ALEXANDRIA, La.(AP)-A tractor-trailer truck loaded with
wheat smashed into the back of a pickup truck carrying 14 persons on a swimming outing, killing 12 and critically in juring
another.
BELFAST'(AP)-Three more civilians and another British
soldier were killed in Northern Ireland Sunday, raising the death
toll to 367 in the three years of violence in the province.

People In The News
WASHINGTON iAPI-Former President Lyndon B. Johnson
will not attend the Democratic National Convention in Miami
Beach next month.
J1-haveinvitedhirathattend the convention and participate in
the convention and he has declined. He has advised me that he
will not be present at the convention," Democratic National
Ctiihiman Lawrence F. O'Brien said Sunday on the ABC radiotelevision program "Issues and Answers."
Johnson,former President Harry S. Truman and former House
Speaker John W. McCormack all are honorary chairmen of the
convention.
ATLANTA ( AP)-Evel Knievel, the daredevil motrocycle
stuntman, arrived at Lakewood Park racetrack in an ambulance
and said, "I promised I would be here."
The injured Knievel told the crowd who had come to see him
leap 13 cars on his bike Sunday that announced his doctor
wouldn't let him make the jump.
Knievel's miscalculation during a practice jump the day before
resulted in a compression fracture of the back and injuries to both
his hands.
Knievel, who has broken dozens of bones in unsuccessful jumps,
was lifted by attendants to the seat of his motorcycle. Then he
made two fast runs down the track straightaway, doing
wheelstands for about 100 yards.
1.0S ANGELES + AP -Arm Mead, Sen. George McGovern's
eldest daughter, has been released from the hospital at which she
gave birth to the South Dakota senator's third grandchild.
The child, Kevin, was kept at California Hospital Medical
Center for further observation following Mrs. Mead's release
Saturday.
Mrs. Mead, 27, was campaigning for her father when she gave
birth to the child on June 6,the day of the California primary won
by McGovern in his bid for the Democratic presidential
nomination She lives in Washington, D.C.
VAN BUREN, Mo.(API-President Nixon's daughter Tricia
has taken part in the dedication of Missouri's Ozark National
Scenic Riverways as part of the United States' national parks
system
Visitors to the area "can step back in time and turn their sense
of values back to nature," Mrs. Cox said Saturday as some 1,000
persons gathered for the ceremonies. "It is a place to renew the
spirit."
VIENNA, Austria (AP)-Harold Wilson, the British Labor
party leader, is visiting Rotnania.
The official Romanian NEWS AGENCY Agerpres reported
&May that the former prime minister was welcomed by a
number of Romanian officials headed by Manes Manescu,
-jeceetary gfjPisalsn -Conm6014,..party'it_ Central. Committee.
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goodies out and poured this into
the pan also. Put it on about 300
and just let it simmer away all
afternoon.

Source

Mrs. Mary White, Route One,
Puryear, died at the Murrayher hone here, "they've gone
Calloway County Hospital,
too far. They don't seem to uti- When we took the thing out late
Sunday at 8:45 p.m.
derstand the role of women. that afternoon, it was a joy to
They rut a militant, self-de- behold. Nothing tough about
Mrs. White is survived by the
clared subversive, leftist that rascal. It was so
widower, James W. White,
tender
group, looking to the utopia of a that it just fell
apart. We just
Route One, Put-year, and three
'classless' society.
had to get some fresh bread,
stepdaughters, Miss Jeanette
they
through
the
"If
can cut
salad dressing, etc. and make
White and Mrs. Rowland
present obsession with the sex
us a roast beef sandwich which
Morris, both of Wynn,
role of women they will have
Arkansas, and Mrs. David
rendered a singular service to we consumed along with a glass
Frank, Enid, Oklahoma. One
society. There is some truth in of cold milk.
neice and two nephews also
their contentions but they're
survive.
barking up the wrong tree; There's just no telling what a
The Blalock Coleman Funeral
they don't know what it's all man can do when he sets his
mind to is.
Home
has
charge
about."
of
arrangements. The funeral
Lady Cilento thinks there is
plenty of challenge for women Quoted: "Some people are
services will be conducted at
in the home. "The role of a willing to give the Lord
2:00 today in the Blalock
woman in the home is an exact- credit,..,but no cash."
Funeral Chapel. Bro. Eugene
ing one," she said.
takes-in:
V.
Pigg and Bro. Priestly Scott will
telligence to do the job; a firstofficiate.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?— Stage stars Larry
class brain. She doesn't have to
Blyden and Phil Silvers comThe body will be taken to
pare their player selectiaillrrNew-Yorkibr the—Oilt.Star baseball
let old skills go, but the home
gamc._Fans will participate
Evansville, Ind. and funeral
in the nationwide computerized balloting
for the game to be played in Atlanta on July 25.
and the family should be the
services will be held there
(Continued from Page 1)
center of her world, even
.• Tuesday at 2 p.m. Burial will be
though not the limit of it."
going to make thew judgment
in the Oak Hill Cemetery in
Although 78, Lady Cilento has on the basis of which candidate
Evansville.
the look of a woman many will be better for them back
in
years younger. She is articu- their home state.
Mrs. White was brain Bells,
late, direct and strong in dis"Let's say it doesn't look too
Tenn., the claughter-ot Adolph
cussing almost any subject and
favorable for any Democrat
and Ova Lee Shuttles.
is proud of her role as a mother
against Mr. Nixon. They'll ask
as well as a doctor. The mother
of three boys and three girls - 'Which one will cost us less?
"Now, in 1968, I didn't cost
all boys are doctors, the girls
are a doctor, an artist and ac- the party any losses, even
tress Diane - she continues to though I lost."
docking maneuver. Spacemen port for a transfer to Salyut.
Humphrey added, however,
By FRANK MACOMBER
work with young people, parof both nations have been That would have meant an
Military-Aerospace Writer
ticularly those hit by the nar- that he would not encourage
Mrs. Lucille Shackelford,
studying the other's language Apollo linkup with the larger
Copley News Service
cotics problem. She has estab- the notion that McGovern
formerly
of Murray, died
to
wipe
one
out
barrier.
And and heavier Salyut instead of
lished a center to "rescue" would'hurt the party, but would
Sunday at the Garden Terrace
last
April
24
the
Soviet
Acadethe
Soyuz,
in
U.S.
Soviet
and
which
space
three
offiRusinstead
such youth in Brisbane and the
tell conservative Democials were so confident their my of Sciences and the U.S. sian cosmonauts died last year Convalescent Center,
day of this interview was pre- crats in his upcoming travels
Cleveland, Tenn.
paring to go to Sydney to spend that McGovern is more tempe- leaders would sign a joint space space agency said in a joint re- when their sealed cabin sprang
Mrs. Shackelford, 74, is
venture agreement that much port that "on the besU of tech- a leak in space.
a week in such a mission in the rate than they might think.
survived by one daughter, Mrs,
nical discussions so far, such a
The
of
Russians,
groundwork
the
for
however,
an
denotorious Kings Cross section
At the governors conference
American-Russian spacecraft test mission appears technical- cided to launch only the Soyuz Barbara Erwin, Chattanooga,
of Australia's biggest city.
in Houston last week, Humphone
craft to simplify the linkup pro- Tenn.,
son,
linkup already has been ly feasible and desirable."
Pat
She insists that a woman is rey said, think I even helped
They agreed,too, that a polit- cedures.
Shackelford, Paducah, two
achieved.
indeed a member of the weaker ease that for George. I told
ical
decision
was needed quickAs with all such pioneer un- sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Miles of
sex."A woman is reminded ev- them that
Long before President Nixon ly if the project was to meet the
he's a decent man,
dertakings, there are technical Murray, arid Mrs.' • Lorena
ery 'Month that she is a he's
and
Premier
Alexei
Kosygln
no radical."
June, 1975, target date pro- hangups to be solved
woman," she said, "and she
before the Setnands, Louisville, and one
Signed the agreement in Mos- posed by the
States.
spacecraft of two nations can brother, Jack
can't legislate or demonstrate
Wilcox of
cow on May 24, U.S. space exNow,
in
the
wake of the
against menstruation. As for
Murray. Three grandchildren
perts had estimated the cost of agreement signed at Moscow, join up as they speed around
the pill, that's just like female
the unprecedented internation- U.S. and Russian space spe- the globe. The most serious also survive.
castration - ridiculous and
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
al space project scheduled now cialists will meet in July at the puzzle seemed to be the differwrong.
has
charge
of
for June, 1975. They even had Manned Spacecraft Center, ences between U.S. and Rus- Home
Continued from Page 1)
Lady Cilento says that the
arrangements, and friends may
written a scenario detailing Houston, Tex., to push ahead sian docking mechanisms.
very nature of a woman as a
David Heraty, 17, said a
Soyuz uses a magnetic sys- call today after 2 p.m. Funeral
how the linkup timetable more swiftly with the space
member of the weaker sex "di- brother and a friend came should proceed.
tem for "soft" docking, then a services will be conducted
linkup
project.
minishes her capacity to hold home Friday night and warned
Already U.S. and Russian latching mechanism for lock- Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in the
Aside from ending a virtual
certain important jobs, to a flood was coming. He gave
Churchill Chapel. Dr. H.C.
experts have agreed that ing on two vehicles in flight.
space
make objective judgments, this account of what happened: vacuum of vital space informaApollo on the other hand has Chiles will conduct the services,
tion between the United States after the first joining of an
particularly during her 'peri"We thought he was kidding. and Russia, the linkup
of an Apollo spaceship and a Soviet no magnetic docking equip- and burial will be in the Murray
od.' At this time she is very
just sat there, and pretty
We
Cemetery.
Apollo spaceship and a Soviet Soyuz space station in 1975, ment but employs a probe and
likely to make a subjective decision in a critical situation. soon this big bunch of water Soyuz craft in earth orbit will a second mission should link a drogue arrangement in which a
be the first significant step in Soyuz craft with an American spear-like rod moves into a hole
Childbearing is a major part of came down the creek. We ran
her role and as a mother she next door and the next thing I either nation's efforts to devel- space station. The latter either until it latches automatically to
op rescue techniques in space could be a Skylab station simi- join the command ship and the
needs protection - whether the knew it was up to my neck.
The need for a space rescue lar to one that is to fly for three moon hinder.
Women's lib people say so or
"Pretty soon the top of a
The problem disappeared
system was dramatized during missions in 1973 or a larger one
not.
house came floating by and we--be Apollo 13
lunar expedition to be developed later for the when both teams agreed to a
"It's a husband and wife
May Nanny, the widow of
grabbed
onto
that
A little when an explosion ripped an --13-11:apece shuttle program. docking module that would fit John
partnership,- she said, "and
Nanny of Graves County
Originally U.S. space experts into the Apollo craft at one end passed away at the Community
that's where Women's Lib is ways downstream we got off oxygen tank and the craft had
climbed
on
and
roof
to
the
of
a
had
proposed
that
and
the
the Soyuz at the other. It Hospital in Mayfield
Russians
to be turned back midway to its
wrong - they don't believe in
on Sunday,
giving, they don't believe in neighbor's house, where we goal-the moon -while earth- send an unmanned Salyut also would act as an airlock be- June 11. Mrs. Nanny was born
stayed all night."
lings stood by helplessly, un- space station aloft, then follow tween the two craft through in Calloway County
any tenderness."
in 1881 and
Mrs. Lorimer, 30 years in
The rescue operations con- able to do more than offer ad- it with the manned Soyuz trans-- which astronauts and cosmo- was the daughter of the late
nauts
would
transfer
between
vice.
Australia while looking and centrated on areas stretching
Jeff and Mary Elizabeth
cabins.
Moreover, neither the United
speaking more like an Italian two blocks from both sides of
Apollo in an earth-orbiting Hughes.
she was torn to parents with Rapid Creek. Along Jackson States nor Russia has any resSurviving are four daughters:
mode uses pure oxygen at a
British passports), takes a Boulevard, a section of com- cue technique even for earthMrs.
Virgil ( Ruth) Nanney of
pressure
of
five
orbiting
pounds
per
craft stranded in
tough line in behalf of what she fortable ranch homes, the wall
i Continued from Page 1)
square inch. Soyuz uses a mix- Murray; Mrs. R.R. (Mary)
calls "equal pay and more of water literally crushed space. There have been countless proposals by industry, but to adhere to the wishes of Gov. ture of nitrogen and oxygen at Flikinger, Toledo, Ohio, Mrs.
equality generally for women, houses.
they have been rejected or Wendell H. Ford and bring each 14.7 pounds per square inch. Inez Adair, Martin, Tenn.; Mrs.
and it's not possible in Australia."
On Omaha Street, hundreds shelved so far because of the district within 3 per cent Apollo's atmosphere is similar Madelene Bundy, Madison
to the Russian environment at Heights, Mich; Four sons;
great expense of such an un- deviation of the ideal.
"I'm an architect and I'm a of cars were caught in the
woman, so what?" she re- deadly wave and remained em- dertaking.
By adding the Kirksey liftoff, but is shifted to pure Hugh Nanny, Atlanta, Ga.;
Russian and U.S. space tech- precinct, District 2 would be oxygen after launch.
James Nanny, Hazel Park,
sponded to a question about the bedded in silt.
nicians have been meeting pe- only 2.19 per cent below ideal,
unusual profession,insofar as a
While some sort of cross- Mich.: Veron Nanny, FarPrivately owned construction
woman was concerned. "I had equipment, including giant riodically since October, 1970, leaving bistriet 5 at 1.53 per training for both crews must be mington; Rupert Nanny,
on the proposed rendezvous- cent below. The addition of worked out, there already is Mayfield. Also surviving are 17
no influence from anybody in cranes, was used,to pry
vetaking on such work and why hicles and rubble
Coldwater would put District 2 agreement on technical details grand children, 22 great grand
out of the
should being a woman have muck to
at 2.48 per cent below and leave such as control center commu- children and several nieces and
search for bodies.
anything to do with it? I'm hapDistrict 5 at 1.24 per cent below. nications, two-language labels nephews of Calloway County.
Search parties planned to scour
py with the profession but the
Byrnes Funeral Home in
The switching of Harris on spacecraft instruments and
the
foothills
for
campers
who
position of women architects in
parts.
Mayfield is in charge of
Grove's
population
may
1,858
of
have
been
trapped.
Australia is at a low ebb and
(Continued from Page 1)
Compared with most U.S. arrangements and friends may
would leave the 5th District 5.55 space
Roland Stephenson, Civil Dethat's why I'm leaving -- at
ventures, the linkup will call until the funeral hour. The
least for a few years I have two fense coordinator, said: "Our dumps north of the , demili- per cent below ideal and would be inexpensive. Surplus Apollo
funeral will be TuesaY,June 13
tarized
zone
for
put
the
the
big
District
2nd
on
fifth
question
the
plus
mark
sucat
this
point
daughters and they deserve a
spacecraft already are avail- at 2 00 pin
v.ith burial in the side,41.83 per cent over ideal. able, and so are
better chance." One daughter, is the number of injured. We cessive day.
boosters. So Farmington
North Vietnam claimed that
Cemetery.
Lynn Grove's annexation the biggest price tag will
20, will study architecture in have no way to estimate how
be for
Sweden; the other, 16, will mans injured there are ... The three fighter-bombers were would put the 2nd District .77 modification of the docking
shot
down
per
Sunday
cent
below
but
hospitals
and
would
several
throw
are
study art in Wales.
jammed, just jammodule.
Mrs. Lorimer, a leader in med. There's no way to count." pilots captured. The U.S. Com- the 5th District 2.95 per cent
Pelicans Sighted
women's rights causes in AusOfficials said there was little mand reported the loss of one below.
Wins Award
tralia, says there is no law problem in finding shelter for jet, a Navy A6, on Sunday and
The 1,RC earlier in the week
CLEVELAND, Ohio AP)curbing women in the profes- the homeless. Many persons said both crewmen were miss- proposed the annexation of
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copters in South Vietnam Sun- north.
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off
- for the same work. That's
Harris, surprised at the Mrs.' William Treuhaft of the Ventura Coast.
Temporary morgues were set day with four crewmen misswrong."
Shaker
Heights,
Ohio.
proposition, was quick to point
ing.
up at three mortuaries.
She claims that even the curThe Treuhafts, the first husDr. J. Gordon Edwards, a
In the ground wir, the South out that McCracken already is
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Pollitte's declaration that the
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